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INTRODUCTION

The geological and geophysical prospecting for mineral raw materials in the Transdanubian 
Central Mountains has now been in a speedy progress for two decades. This work has been based 
on a due application of earth sciences to the forecast of new reserves of mineral resources. Jointly, 
the present study is designed to serve the same endeavours which are very important to national 
economy.

The generalized and systematic geological survey of the Keszthely Mountains, an extreme mem
ber of the Transdanubian Central Mountains range in western Hungary, has been carried out by 
the author since ten years. It was inspired by a claim to obtain a guide to the natural resources o f 
this region comprising some 150 square kilometres, and to bring the pertinent geological knowledge 
to the same level that had already been provided for the adjacent mountain regions. It appeared 
purposeful to start with the collecting and re-interpretation of former informations and to follow 
with up-to-date geological investigations.

On the geological conditions given, my approach was supported by making a try for the intro
duction of some new methods, mainly of petrological testing, which have not yet been used in our 
geological practice. The use of any achievements of earlier geological prospections was clearly a task 
for making a job of economic-geological work. Likewise, the first phase of work was performed on 
a very scientific basis. Lastly, the economic value of this survey was to be made more comprehen
sive, as far as possible, with the involvement of a very broad range of geoscientific tools to bring 
into focus all the important details of natural potential of the land investigated.

The call for the publication of this study has been based on two reasons. As to the first, there 
has been a claim for an up-to-date geological description of the Keszthely Mountains. What is more 
important and of wider interest, the upsurge of the above-mentioned claim has coincided with a 
period of great development in different fields of the Earth sciences, along with the emergence of 
a great many magnificently trained specialists and instruments of the newest sort. At the same time, 
scientific evaluations and synoptic works could not keep abreast of the times, methodologically and 
in quantity either. This modern growth of the needs shows that there are not enough higher-educated 
people to cover this fairly thankless work, which is needing higher and higher standards of personal 
preparedness. Thus I should consider my modest example as a contribution to the improvements 
necessitated in this respect. Moreover, I am convinced that more emphasis should be placed on the 
more efficient retrieval and interpretation of data collected during land research.

I would like to exjn’ess my thanks to D r . F . Sze n t e s  for having been so helpful to me when taking 
the first steps in the Mountains. Likewise, I am greatly indebted to others whose informations and 
advices have been a support throughout this study and to the expert collaborators referred to here
after. Thanks are due to D r . J. F ü l ö p  for the choice of theme and to D r . J. K on d a  for permission 
to publish this study. I remember with frank gratitude late Pro. D r . S. V it á l is  for his consultations 
held during my candidature.

T h e  a u t h o r
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RESEARCH HISTORY

Relatively well-documented observations concerned with the Keszthely Mountains region have 
occupied a remarkable place in the first descriptions on the geology of Hungary. Early geologists 
coming from the West had generally entered the Central Mountains in this region. Their detailed 
records reflect a first, vivid impression showing an interest aroused also by the beauty of neighbouring 
extinct basalt volcanoes as seen by the geologist. Travelling scientists were, apparently, fascinated 
by this sight as early as the beginning of the 19th century.

Presumably, it was C. A. Z jpser  (1817) who first described the Keszthely Mountains. In his 
study the bituminous and cherty dolomite of Csókakő near Keszthely, moreover sandstones occurring 
in the vicinity of Cserszeg and, of course, the basalts are also dealt with.

In a classic study, F. S. B e u d a n t  (1822) tells us about his first-sight error of having mistaken 
this mountain mass, ranging from Rezi and Vindornyaszőlős to the swamps of Tapolca, for a basaltic 
cone upon its morphological appearance. Later, however, he discovered that these rocks were dolomite 
(“ Calcaire magnésifére” ). B e u d a n t  paid a special attention to the finely banded and bituminous 
dolomite cropping out at the surface near Rezi. He distinguished also a hard and compact quartz- 
sandstone first in the walls of the Rezi Castle and then in the nearby natural outcrops too. He de
scribed this rock to be similar to the fine-grained quartz-sandstone of Nagyszál-hegy.

The geological map of the Keszthely Mountains on the scale of 1 :1 ,000 ,000  made by B e u d a n t  
outlines, more or less correctly, this mountain region as built up largely of “ Secondary” dolomites 
surrounded by lignite-bearing clays, sands and conglomerates of Tertiary age. Most detailed geological 
and also mineralogical descriptions are given on the local trachyte volcanoes.

After B e u d a n t , it was during some decades that no further geological descriptions were made 
on the Keszthely Mountains. As for the geological mapping done by experts from Vienna (F. Hauer 
and others) during 1867 — 1871, it was rather a reinterpretation of B e u d a n t ’s work results.

The systematic geological research in the Bakony Mountains was started in 1869. A comprehen
sive study by J. BÖCKH on the geology of the southern Bakony Mountains (“ Die geologischen Ver
hältnisse des südlichen Theiles de Bakony” ) was published in the bulletin Földtani Közlöny (1st 
part, 1874) and, respectively, in the Yearbook o f the Hungarian Geological Institute (2nd part, 
1878). By this work an important contribution to the knowledge of the Balaton Highland has been 
made, however, with no details on the Keszthely Mts.

The results of the survey in 1871, nevertheless, provided a basis for J. Böckh to draft a 1:144,000- 
scaled geological map series, which has embraced also the Keszthely Mountains area. B e u d a n t  
had found the Keszthely Mountains to be composed of dolomite. Bö c k h , in his turn, made further 
petrographical distinctions. Besides Hauptdolomit, the rocks involved were the white Ederics 
Limestone and a laminated, bituminous, and cherty dolomite with megafossils observed near Rezi. 
B ö c k h  assigned both rock types to the Lias, for a temporary lack of adequate palaeontological ex
amination.

In 1912, L. L ó czy  sen. collected a Lamellibranchiata fauna of 21 species and a palate tooth of 
Placochelys sp. from Rhaetic beds found at Rezi by J. B ö ckh  ; 6 lamellibranchs were collected by 
B öck h  in the same locality as early as the 1870s. He emphasized the fact that the petrographical 
and stratigraphical questions regarding the Rhaetic beds in the Keszthely Mountains had not yet 
been clarified (J. B ö c k h — L. L ó czy  1912).

It was in 1913 that L ó c zy  sen. published a geological volume integrated by a series of monographs 
o f the Lake Balaton Region. Since its appearing, this geological monographs has been the most 
complete report written on the Keszthely Mountains’ geology supplemented by a map on the scale 
o f 1:75,000 (1913a). L ó c z y ’s study includes a very detailed description of the following beds: 
Hauptdolomit, Kossen Beds, Carnian marls, the white Ederics Limestone and the Pliocene-Pontian 
layers. Four geological profile sections plotted across the Keszthely Mountains are very illustrative.
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Lóczy, a master of syntheses, has proved to be the author of the most remarkable study on the 
Keszthely Mountains’ geology. His essential statements are standing even now.

During 1938 — 1939, F . S z e n t e s  carried out a generalized geological mapping and manysided min
eral prospecting in this mountain region, giving only a brief account of his observations (1940). As 
late as 1948, however, he proceeded in publishing a detailed report on the geology of various pyrite 
deposits and "Pliocene-Pontian’ ’ beds which make up the Mountains’ borderland. In addition to 
this, the thickness, areal distribution and mineralogical composition of the pyritiferous clay complex 
were monitored by careful investigations. A geological sketch map scaled to 1 :5 0 ,0 0 0  and geological 
profiles of some flanking areas in the west, have been enclosed therewith.

During 1951/1952, bauxite prospects were conducted and made profitable for the knowledge 
of this region. With the use of geological maps from older times, this work promptly resulted in the 
plotting by F. Sze n t e s  of a 1:25,000-scaled map of the Keszthely Mountains. Though mostly earlier 
records came to be reflected in this maj> with explanations, it is only fair to say, nonetheless, that 
it is an exemplification of the successful “ classical" geological survey. With no drilling among the 
tools used for his mapping and in an extremely short time, F. Sze n t e s  succeeded in preparing a 
detailed geological map based mainly on the re-interpretation of previously collected data. Evidences 
by laboratory tests and analyses in the subsequent twenty years have been found of the geological — 
structure geological accuracy and detail contained in this map.

As for major tectonics, F. Sz e n t e s  (1972) has stated that, from the viewpoint of geological 
evolution history, the Keszthely Mts correlate with the Veszprém Plateau region rather than with 
the Balaton Highland or the Bakony Mountains.

Besides the studies mentioned above, no comprehensive prospections on mineral raw materials 
or geological survey works have been made in the Keszthely Mountains. Some detail studies and 
expertises have been done as follows:

Mrs. E. Csil l a g  (1959) had a deal with colour earths at Cserszegtomaj, and G y . B á r d o s s y  
(1961) made a geochemical valuation of the same deposits. The geological features of the Keszthely 
Mountains’ western foreland were monitored by K. K orim  (1948. B. Ma u r it z  and L. J itgovics 
(1949) made a geological-petrological-volcanological description of the basalt-volcanic garland adja
cent to the Keszthely Mountains (the Zalaszántó-Zsid Basin and the flank of Tátika Group). Hydro- 
geological investigations were carried out and reported by E. Sz á d e c z k y -K ar d o ss  and B. D a r n a y . 
Numerous authors were engaged in recording facts pertinent to the hydrogeology of the thermal 
water lake at Hévíz. (Their statements have duly been considered and quoted in the respective chap
ters.) In reporting on hydrogeological features of the western basin of Lake Balaton and thus, indi
rectly, of the Keszthely Mountains, a good many authors can also be registered. Going on in research 
history it was as early as 1974 that the Hydrographical Institute made a detailed karst-hydrological 
study of water level in various test wells. Triassic dolomite samples from these bored wells were 
described by J. Or a v e c z . Since some years ago, field investigations specifically pertinent to the 
engineering-geological mapping under the direction of L. M o l d v a y  have yielded plenty of valuable 
data concerning the Lake Balaton’s coastal zone that belongs to the Keszthely Mts region.

Some additional informations on the geological literature of related lands in the farther vicinity 
are contained hereinafter.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY

According to the physical features of the Transdanubian Central Mountains as a whole, the 
Keszthely Mountains are the westernmost unit of the above-mentioned range o f mountains. The 
Keszthely Mts are separated from the southern Bakony and the Balaton Highland (the latter being 
also a mountain range) by the Tapolca Basin i.e. the basalt-volcanic cones formed during the late 
Pliocene. Further limiting areal units are the western basin of Lake Balaton (i.e. the Bay of Keszthely 
in the south and the Várvölgy Basin (formerly Zsid Basin) in the north. Westwardly, it is difficult 
to make any appropriate delimitation, however, this problem can be solved by taking into account 
a NS-oriented, tectonically preformed erosional valley situated near Hévíz. Parallel to this, there 
is a hilly range of Karmacs and Alsópáhok, which belongs to the Zala Hilly Land as separating the 
Zala Valley from the rift valley of Hévíz. In terms of such a delimitation, the Keszthely Mountains 
come to an areal extent of 150 square kilometres.

The land forms concerned are multivariate. The combined action by faulting and erosional to 
derasional effects along with sedimentary processes has resulted in a complicate surface morphology 
rich in forms, which can be divided into various units:

1. Faulted tables and step-fault-bounded blocks in Upper Triassic dolomites with a pattern of 
denudation ;

2. Valleys and basins of different origin;
3. Piedmont zones related to the foot of the Keszthely Mountains.

1. Faulted tables and fault-bounded blocks of Upgier Triassic dolomites showing evidences of denud
ation. The main bulk of this mountain region is constituted by Upper Triassic dolomites, which form 
horsts i.e. tectonic blocks showing various stages of denudation at different levels of height. Inde
pendently from the petrographical features of these dolomites, there are four units morphologically 
distinguishable therein.

Westwardly from the Keszthely—Rezi range, a zone built of strongly eroded Triassic blocks 
now covered mostly by an overburden, occurs at a height of 200 to 230 m above the sea level.

The second unit consists of Upper Triassic dolomite whose blocks lie as high as 300 m a.s.l. 
This unit is cut by the Vári-völgy structure line.

Another fault of a NS direction constitutes the boundary of the above-mentioned land of medium 
height towards the third unit which, in turn, comprises the eastern part of the mountain region.

The fourth unit that lies eastwardly from Rezi (400 m a.s.l.) is formed by a smaller group of 
mounts (Vár-hegy, Meleg-hegy, Simla-hegy, Bányafő-tető etc.).

As far as slope categories and loss in the amount of constant insolation are concerned, there 
are considerable differences between the four block units.

Morphogeologically, the Upper Triassic dolomite blocks o f the Keszthely Mountains’ main 
mass can be considered as erosional remnants under continuous destruction. Denudation with superim
posed karst effects could give rise to the topography of the region, as leading to the formation of 
secondary mountain ridges and intra-valley slopes.

2. Valleys and basins of unlike genetics. Each of the block units in concern displays a particular 
relief by valleys and basins of different origin. To the east, the terrain is more rugged than elsewhere.

The most characteristic land form in this group is the fault-block valley of Vári-völgy, which 
divides the Keszthely Mountains into two parts. This valley is 180 — 220 m wide and confined by steep 
slopes.

Valleys such as the Szent Miklós-völgy, Cser-völgy, Calder-völgy and the Győrök or Büdöskúti- 
völgy were formed by north-south-stretching faults and also by erosional processes.

A peculiar morphological unit, the intermontane Rezi Basin is also limited by fault-bounded 
blocks built of Upper Triassic rocks. This basin has a longish form extending to an area of 7 sq.km.
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3. Flanking zones. The landscape of the zones related to the foot of the Keszthely Mountains 
is considered to be most varied as having been formed under strikingly dynamic conditions of the 
land surface evolution.

Emjjhasis should be placed on the southern piedmont area that immediately joins the basin o f 
Lake Balaton. Informations on the origin of longshore drifts produced by Lake Balaton and that 
of the detrital cones formed in the very mouth of the valleys that stretch in a north-southward 
direction, are contained in the references cited. Two detrital cones situated in front o f Büdöskúti- 
völgy, however, deserve some additional words. One of them, which lies to the west, was deposited 
in the lowermost part o f this westward-turning valley during the early to middle Pleistocene structural 
movements. An accelerated wearing away and accumulation of debris, as exemplified by the detrital 
cones referred to, may have been generated due to tectonic uplift.

The question of the Pannonian abrasion terraces that are morphologically most characteristic 
and detectable, according to earlier presumptions, as widely spread along the Mountains’ margin, is 
still under discussion.

There are three actual processes controlling the land surface evolution in the Keszthely Mts. 
In the first place, an intensive process of splitting up of the rock surface should be enfocussed. This 
superficial phenomenon is brought about by virtue of the petrographical features of the rocks con
cerned, and also due to slope conditions. This process of weathering prevails all over this mountain 
region. The action by which disintegration of magnesian limestone has taken place here, is attribut
able chiefly to the expansion of pore-and- fissure water on freezing, moreover to insolation e.g. o f 
dolomite on slopes more strongly heated by the sun. Finally, this breaking down of dolomite 
(the pertinent features of which are dealt with in the chapter for petrograjihy) is brought about by 
rainwater with the effect of extractive leaching. These derasional constituents of weathering, along 
with the operation of gravitational forces covering down slopes, comprise a very active and permanent 
land-forming factor. In the soil, which is under continuous re-deposition and formation, there is 
much dolomite particle of grain fractions ranging from coarse detritus to silt.

Another present-day factor controlling the relief is the so-called areal clownwash. This is highly 
influenced, directly or indirectly, by man who has altered the land by agriculture and afforestations. 
Thus the actions and interactions by precipitations, water streams, slope steepness and rock qualities 
are weakened or even strengthened.

The third land-forming process under discussion is the accumulation which has various forms 
of restricted action here. Attention should be given to one kind of these actions.

Numerous observations and analytical data are in favour of the fact that denudation which 
involves the wearing away of the Keszthely Mountains’ land surface produces debris to be deposited 
in the sedimentary basin of Lake Balaton.

In various localities (south of Balatonederics, at “ Szépkilátó” and in six places between Balaton
györök and Keszthely) it can be proved that seasonal streams (sometimes torrential) which cut their 
beds into the piedmont surface or talus fans, are transporting debris of diverse particle size into the 
basin of Balaton. Barriers are now considered to be a means by which detritus and mud could be 
detained and an accurate recording of the filling up introduced.

Another fact to emerge from the study of this intensive accumulation of debris is the example 
of Balatongyörök. In a bay situated in front of Szent Mihálv-hegy (in a sector of lake extending to 
as far as Vonyarcvashegy) the deposition in 4 years of a 25-cm-thick silt layer could be recorded. This 
silt displays a bicarbonate (Ca — Mg) content ranging from 17 to 42%, which is attributable to the fine
grained detritus included therein.

This short treatise on land surface morphology can be useful when dealing closely with the 
geological makeup of oui- area of study. In addition, the knowledge deriving from this study of 
morphology has its significance in Nature Conservancy (see later) as investigating how the urgent 
protection against the filling up of Lake Balaton by sediments eroded from the Keszthely Mountains 
is feasible by some means or other.
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STRATIGRAPHIC, LITHOLOGICAL AND FACIES CONDITIONS

In describing the geological setting of the Keszthely Mountains, our approach is based on data 
available by customary methods of investigation. Necessarily, emphasis has been laid on topics 
of biostratigraphy and lithostratigraphy, which can supply facts to a chronostratigraphic synthesis. 
For this purpose, expedient studies related with petrology, palaeontology, faciology and ecology 
have been made and summarized in this chapter.

U p p e r  T r i a s s i c

According to our present-day knowledge, the oldest formations that have become known at 
the surface and also by drilling, are of marine origin and belong to the Upper Triassic.

Carnian

On a lithostratigraphic basis, the Carnian can be divided into three formations: the “ Upper 
Marl Group” , the white Ederics Limestone and the Hauptdolomit, according to their original names. 
These formations are treated here as how closely they correlate with their equivalents in the Trans - 
danubian Central Mountains.

The “ Upper Marl Group” in the Transdanubian Central Mountains

In the Balaton Highland region, under the name “Upper Marl Group” , L . L ó c z y  (1913) denoted 
a grey-coloured, well stratified clay-marl-limestone complex of marine origin resting on the Upper 
Ladinian Füred Limestone. According to L. L ó c z y , this succession consists o f six horizons, which 
are transitional from one to another but, however, distinguishable upon their being fossiliferous. 
They were considered to have been formed from the beginning to the very end o f the Carnian time.

This most important Upper Triassic formation, widespread in the Balaton Highland, consists 
of great thicknesses (550—770 m) of argillaceous beds in the south and of more calcareous and even 
dolomitic strata in the north, respectively. The Raibl horizon (Trachiceras aonoides) first described 
from the Southern Alps, along with the Tropites subbullatus horizon composed of fine-grained and 
calcareous sediments, spreads over the Central Mountains in Transdanubia as assignable also to the 
Carnian. These sediments have some common diagnostic features by rock type, fauna and depositional 
environment, however, they should by subdivided into various petrographical types. This has been 
corroborated by drill Bakonyszűcs 1, which have penetrated the Carnian sequence of a lime-marl- 
siltv composition from the ground surface to as deeply as 1172 m (Fig. 3).

The considerably thick Carnian “ Upper Marl Group” is widely spread, besides the Balaton High
land, in the northern Bakony (Veszprém) and the southern Bakony Mountains too, in a near-surface 
position. Presumably, this group of rocks may have a farther areal extent as having been covered 
by Hauptdolomit or younger Mesozoic beds.

Carnian calcareous marl in the Keszthely Mountains

Typically Carnian calcareous marls are cropping out at the surface in the Keszthely Mts, more 
closely south-east of Vallus, at the Szent Miklós spring, near Lesencetomaj and in the Eber forest.

At the Szent Miklós spring, the calcareous marl beds are well exposed (Fig. 4) as having conform
ably been graded through intercalations of dolomite into the Carnian Hauptdolomit.
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In the Eber forest, close to the bench mark of 415 m and farther on westwardly at a height of 
350 m above the sea level, there are minor outcrops, which are less studiable. No drilling data are 
available about the hidden underlying rocks in this place.

The pertinent biostratigraphical considerations have been based on palaeontological examinations 
involving the determination of fossils from latest collecting and also the revision of former descrip
tions.

Altogether, from the outcrops of calcareous marls studiable close to the Szent Miklós spring, the 
following fossils can be listed:

Algae : Gyroporella sp. — Sporomorpha (det. by J. B ó n a ) : Ovalipollis ovalis K r u t z s c h , Inaper- 
turopollenites sp., Aratrisporites sp., Chordasporites sp., Enzonalasporites sp., Patinasporites sp., 
Podocarpus-type pine pollen. — Foraminifera (det. by A. Sc h e f f e r ) : Variostoma praelongense 
K r i s t . — T o l l m ., Spirilina sp., Frondicularia sp., Dictyotidium sp. (plancton), Textularia sp. — 
Silicispongia: Leiospongia radiciformis M ü n s t ., Stellospongia lóczyi V i n ., Thaumastocoelia baconica 
V i n . —  Anthozoa : Montlivaltia obliqua M ü n s t ., M. norica F r e c h , M. septafindens V o l z , Thamnasteria 
zitteli WÖHRM. —  Brachiopoda: Spiriferina bittneri F r e c h , Thecospira cf. semseyi Bi t t n ., Rhyncho- 
nella sp. — Lamellibranchiata : Costatoria inaequicostata (K l i p s .), Angustella angusta B i t t n ., Schaf- 
haeutlia cf. mellingi H a u e r , Mysidioptera cf. tenuicostata B i t t n ., Lopha montis caprilis K l i p s ., 
Amauropsis sp. — Echinodermata: Cidaris sp.

From a biostratigraphical point of view, the species Variostoma praelongense K r i s t . — T o l l m . 
is abundant and of diagnostic value for age dating. According to this, the calcareous marl beds at 
the Szent Miklós spring can be assigned to the lowermost Carnian or Cordevolian Substage (Trachiceras 
aon horizon). Evidences by fauna assemblage show a normal saline water environment of deposition 
to exist in those times.

Petrological examinations

It has been the intention to evaluate the results of examinations by optical and electron micro
scopy, analytical chemistry, thermoderivatography, spectrography and sedimentary-petrographical 
procedures on the basis of an up-to-date interpretation of the processes of modern sedimentation 
and diagenesis. It was also felt necessary the critical use of latest rock classifications i.e. nomenclature.

Megascopically, the rock in concern may be described as fine-grained, compact, finely to thinly 
banded (3 -300 mm) marl—calcareous marl—argillaceous limestone of varied carbonate content 
and thickness, showing also conchoidal fracture, at places a yellow-brownish mottledness and presence 
of crack-filling materials testifying to a near-surface process o f oxidization.

Here the calcareous marl is composed of individual calcite particles (alloclastic fraction, grains 
etc.) with a minimum grain size of 0.03 mm. This corresponds to the limit of the micrite series set 
up by Leighton & Pendexter, being also the size of the finest particles just distinguishable with the 
use of a good hand magnifier in the field.

Microscopically, the rock under discussion shows a non-oriented texture composed inhomogene- 
ously of various mineral constituents as well as calcite, dolomite, clay minerals, quartz, limonite, 
pyrite and feldspars. It is derivable from a fine-dispersion material. The proportion between clastic 
and chemical calcite components is 3:1. Furthermore, the orthochemical and allochemical constituents 
are in an equal measure.

According to X  ray diffractometer analyses of the rock, the latter is composed largely of car
bonate minerals (93%) and quartz (about 7%). The carbonate materials display two kinds:

1. In about 82 per cent, the sample tested is constituted by calcite. X  ray diffractometer records 
have shown the displacement of the reflection peaks 3030 and 1014 allowing to calculate the extent 
of substitution by Mg. Photographs by analysing two separate parts of the sample show 1014 
reflection peaks of calcite in a displaced position enabling to conclude that calcite forming a light 
(yellowish-grey) patch contains more Mg than that of a dark-grey patch. Calcite in the light-coloured 
part of the rock contains around 1.7 mole % MgC03, while in the dark-grey portion this content comes 
to about 0.9 mole %.

The diffractometer records concerned show differences between allochtonous and autochtonous 
materials of calcite.

2. Besides calcite, there is another compositional carbonate mineral amounting to 11 12%
in the rock. Structurally, it can be identified as belonging to the group of dolomite-type minerals. 
According to its reflection peaks, this mineral may well be ankerite, however, the wide peaks seem 
making a testimony to the fact that heavier Fe ions take an uncommonly great place in Mg positions 
inside the lattice. The composition of this mineral can be described as Ca(Mg, Fe)(C03)2, where 
Mg<Fe.

As for the quantification of the clastic components based on nearly 100 measurements in thin 
section — the alloclastic components take up 75 per cent of the carbonate-composed material. The
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size of the grains is widely distributed, however, categories such as micrite, microsparite and, subordi- 
natelv, sparite prevail. The calcite built-up rock fragments are accompanied by a low per cent of 
detritus from magnesian limestone.

The organic matter takes up 0.63 to 0.95 per cent of the insoluble residue. This value might 
equal 0.2—0.3% regarding all the rock substance of calcareous marl. Statistically, the more clayey 
i.e. less limy sorts of rock bear more organic matter.

Summarizing the results of petrological and element-analytical examinations, it can be stated 
that, in the main, carbonate materials had been deposited in the sedimentary basin existing in late 
Triassic time. This is true for the Transdanubian Central Mountains area on the whole, since the 
local depositional conditions in those times had apparently favoured to the rapid formation of vast 
quantities of limestone and dolomite rocks. Thus, the relatively increased accumulation of terrigenous 
material can only be explained by one reason from among those accepted widely for this case. Accord
ing to this, the uplift with subsequent structural and surface morphological changes of the land of 
provenance of the continental detritus i.e. the constant changes in the shape of coasts may have 
plaved a principal role in the phenomenon referred to. (Two additional reasons by a decrease in the 
chemical activity of the environment of deposition or by special effects involving changes in stream 
systems can well be omitted because they would have led to the formation of more reduced sequences 
of the Carnian calcareous marl complex.)

The mechanical process of settling down of the Carnian calcareous marls had been controlled 
by the same hydraulic laws that are invariably acting in the formation of the clastic sedimentary 
rocks in general.

A summarizing overlook on the results of petrological, mineralogical and chemical tests and 
analyses of the calcareous marl (by optical and electron microscopy, DTA, X  ray method, wet 
analytical chemistry etc.) is shown in Table 3.

On account of a changing proportion of surely terrigenous componentes, the concerned rock is 
considered to have been deposited in shallow sea water and at diverse distances from a rhythmically 
changing coastline.

The Balatonederics Limestone 
(=The Ederics Limestone Formation)

The south-eastern side of the Keszthely Mts is formed by marine limestone showing free faces 
on steep slopes. Its difference from the most widespread Hauptdolomit is so apparent that the 
Ederics Limestone had already been distinguished by earliest mappers.

West and south-west of the village Balatonederics there is a mount named Ederics-hegy. Along
side a X —S fault, there is a possibilty to read a great, number of exposures. The rock is compact 
and of light-grev, yellowish or greyish-white colour. The limestone dipping at 40—60° is poorly 
bedded (0.4 to 1.8 m thick beds) and, at places, it is cliff-like or rather blocky, with cavities and joints 
enlarged by percolating waters. The u))per rock levels show a more distinct pattern of bedding along 
with the appearance of darker yellowish-greyish dolomitic intercalations.

The uncommonly varied petrographical character of the Ederics Limestone can be noticed even 
with the unaided eye. Beside its variability in bedding and colour, this rock can well be characterized 
by diversely formed texture. In some places there are compact and rigid types showing a conchoidal 
fracture, while elsewhere the rock in question is porous and densely intersected by joints. The enlarged 
joints and cavitie.s frequently show incrustations by limonite or fine-grained calcite infillings.

Solution cavities are lined with more coarsely grained calcite or yellowish-coloured aragonite. The 
rock itself is constituted mostly by grains of well-shaped crystals showing also an inhomogeneous 
texture or, in some places, it is calcareous marl-like and represents a less crystalline character with 
fracture rock cleavage. Fossils are generally abundant; algae and corals are predominant, but skel
etons of other organisms building reefs or living in the environment of them, are also observable 
(Plate IV). Among megafossils, molluscs are almost quite absent.

The recognition of the above-mentioned features of the Balatonederics Limestone have directed 
our attention towards a comparative facies study of drawing analogies between actual and past 
reef-building processes.

B iofacies studies

The unstratified organic limestone of the Ederics-hegy zone (Fig. 5) with an adjacent limestone 
mass containing also plenty of organic fragment, can be detected in a reduced area of 200X1,000 m. 
In accordance with the prevailing megastructural features, too, they are remnants of a fossilized 
organic reef complex.

The original structure and reef-building materials can now be recognized in a proportion of 1 to 
9, nevertheless, finer fragments of organic skeletal material take up 50 per cent in the original reef
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building rock. Essentially, the skeleton of reef has been divided into patch reefs encountered where 
the reef-building colonies have remained in situ.

Because of the re-crystallized material of rock, a recording was made on free rock surfaces pro
duced by erosion a long time ago, and the detritus drived from the pre-existing rock was also subjected 
to close observation. On account of the state of preservation of the rocks, there were no facilities to 
carry out a close palaeontological identification of the reef-building skeletons, but a percentage 
distribution of the bioherm-forming groups of fossils could exactly be determined. Thus, the common
est reef-building organisms have been distinguished from those that had lived in, on or around reefs.

Regarding the quantitative distribution of identified reef-building fossils which take uji 10 
volume per cent of rocks belonging to the central skeleton of the one-time reef, they constitute the 
following proportions: corals 45%, calcareous sponges 18%, bryozoans 15%, calcareous algae 15%, 
hydrozoans, foraminifers and unidentifiable crust-forming organisms 7%. A proportion as high as 
90% of the rock is formed by an unsorted organic debris derived from the above-mentioned fossils.

Alongside the skeletal debris from identifiable organisms, a much finer organic detritus including 
the category of lime mud is also observable according to a particle size distribution that may well 
be indicative of the conditions of the former reef environment.

Among the reef-dwelling forms, the benthonic Foraminifera are most significant as being of 
chronostratigraphic value too. Shell fragments in a greater part have derived from thick shells of 
lamellibranchs. In the group of Echinodermata, skeletons of Holothuroidea, Echinoidea and Crino- 
idea can be distinguished. Besides them, some badly preserved brachiopods and gastrojjods, mainly 
fragmentary, are also recognizable.

Petrological exam inations

The characteristic microfacies type of the white Ederics Limestone is shown by Plates IV and 
VI. Our statements regarding the lithofacies and biofacies concerned, are concisely given as included 
in Explanations to the Plates mentioned above.

As for the rock related with the particular biofacies, it has turned out to be a pure limestone. 
Evidences by derivatogra2>hv show this limestone to be composed of calcite in 98%, on the average. 
Chemical analyses of 16 megascopically selected samples are shown in Table 4.

Geochemically, the trace-element analysis shows a jncture that is j^oorer than expectable upon 
the knowledge of the concerned environment of deposition. This might be attributable to the bio
chemical selection of the organisms producing the skeletons to be broken down to rock-building 
fragments.

The low strontium content is noteworthy. According to a paper referred to (C. F . K a h l e  
1965), this case may be experienced provided that no replacement of the original skeleton-building 
materials (dolomite, calcite) had taken place.

S u m m a r y .  Instead of the name Balatonederics Limestone’ ' the introduction of the term 
“ Ederics Limestone Formation” is proposed. This formation belongs to the Carman, and it can be 
described as bioclastic limestone consisting essentially of calcareous materials having been considered 
remnants of reefs developed in a shallow, warm-water sea environment, mostly of the ojien shelf 
region. The rock body, bound by faults towards the east and south, is taken to be dominantly “ back- 
reef” in origin. It is conformably overlain by dolomite still bearer of organic skeletons o f numerous 
kind of reef-building organisms. The apj)earance of this dolomite is considered by us to mark the 
end of the reef-forming process by a sudden sinking beneath the sea of the zone. Thus, the life of 
this areally non-extensive reef formation may have been relatively short. In consequence, we 
could not get far by having drawn ill-proportioned conclusions from the study of the above-treated 
formation, however, some aspects of its geological significance should be mentioned.

In the Alps, the reef formations and reef-detrital rocks can be found, in the main, in the Rhaetic 
and Norian sequences (H. R. O h l e n  1959, F . H. F a b r ic iu s  1966: Kalkalpen in Bavaria and Tyrol; 
H. Z a p f e  1960, E. F l ü g e l  1962: Donner—Kogel -Dachsteingebirge; H. Z a n k l  1969: Hohe Göll).

Our investigations have proved the fact that in the now Hungarian territory the conditions 
for reef building had been given, even if locally, as early as the Carnian time.

Carman and Norian 

Hauptdolomil

The name “ Hauptdolomit” (Main Dolomite) covering the thickest and most widespread for
mation in the Transdanubian Central Mountains is accepted widely by Central European stratigraphers 
and we also stick to it for the time being. Under this very generalizing name we mean a thick series 
of dolomites which are petrographically multivariate. They sjjread over vast areas, representing an
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enormously productive deposition of dolomites in the Alpine-Carpathian Geosyncline, persistent 
from the mid-Triassic (Ladinian) up to the end of Triassic time, reaching its most “ flourishing” 
period in late Triassic times. It can well be imagined that after thorough examinations on the basis 
of up-to-date lithostratigraphic knowledge and convention (international Subcommission on Strati
graphic Classification, Report No. 7, Montreal 1972 ; directives of the Hungarian Commission of Strati
graphy 1975) this very name would be “ legalized” to cover, maybe, a new unit in terms of lithology.

In our area of study, the Hauptdolomit has an extraordinarily varied constitution. By the 
500-metre-deep Vallus 3 borehole, an evidence was found of a vertically changing petrographic 
character instead of purely horizontal variations that had previously been registered by surface 
mapping observations. In the drilled section referred to, beside the cliff-like dolomite adjacent to 
the Balatonederics Limestone in the north-east, all dolomite types once observed at the land surface 
can be encountered here by various repetitions in a single vertical succession displaying an ampler 
scale of rock variations (Plates VII to X, XI, XII, XV and XVI) recognizable by micro-geological 
features, too.

M ineralogical, geochemical and palynological exam inations

Numerous (earlier and latest) chemical analyses of the Hauptdolomit show its characteristic 
chemical composition (Tables 5 and 6). Accordingly, it is dolomite containing Cat) as much as 29 to 
31%, and 19 to 20%, of MgO, by which the carbonate mineral takes up 95 — 97% of the rock substance. 
(In pure dolomite mineral the CaO/MgO jrroportion gives 1.40, while it is 1.51 here). So the chemical 
rock character described can be assigned to the “ ordered dolomite” type by A. R. A l d e r m a n n  
and C. C. V a n  d e r  B o r c h  (1963) or to the “ typiques dolomie” o f A. M ic h a r d  (1969), and H. J. 
B i s s e l — G. V. Ch il l in g a r  (1967). The analytical results show a low percentage of SiO, and total 
iron contents. In accordance with the conclusion drawn also from a megascopical recording, this 
may indicate the orthochemical segregation of limonite, clay minerals and chalcedony.

It has been experienced by derivatography that the organic matter contents averages about 
1% as having been changed between 0.30 and 1.90% in the Hauptdolomit of the Keszthely Mountains.

Age dating of the dolomite has been based on a sporomorpha assemblage collected from a 40- 
cm-thick clay bed hit in well Vállus 3 at a depth of 490 m. This autochtonous (syngenetic) clay stra
tum had already been treated from a faciological point of view, however, its chronostratigrajthic 
importance by included fossils is also noteworthy.

The relatively rich sporomorpha assemblage has been determined bv J. Bóna (Plates XIII and 
XIV).

By making comparisons with other assemblages defined precisely in terms of biostratigraphy, it 
can be stated that this assemblage is older than that of the Kössen Beds in the Transdanubian 
Central Mountains but, in turn, it is younger than the spores and pollen in the Bunter Sandstein beds 
and Muschelkalk of the German Triassic. The fossils from Vállus indicate a biozone evidenced by 
the extinction of Porcellispora longodensis and by the presence of Patinasporites densus (see B. V. 
Sc h e u r in g  1970). Furthermore, the plant fossils under discussion are correlable with the flora 
assemblages described from the Carnian Stage in the Eastern Alps, Austria. Most forms are common, 
and even there are some confined exclusively to the Carnian (see W. K l a u s  1960).

Norian

West of the N —S geological structure line of Vári-völgy, the Hauptdolomit shows just the same 
petrographic features that had been described above. Nevertheless, this dolomite is considered young
er than the rocks belonging to the eastward-situated blocks, taking into account some distinctive 
characteristics in structure and major tectonics.

In summarizing the results of our wide-scale investigations, it can be stated upon biostratigraphic 
considerations that the typical Hauptdolomit found in the Keszthely Mountains is of Carnian and 
Norian age. More precisely, the Hauptdolomit as a continuously developed rock sequence occupies 
the middle and upper part of the Carnian Stage (Julian and Tuvalian substages) and the Norian 
Stage. The fact that the Hauptdolomit occupies all the Norian is proved by the mode of occurrence 
o f the Rhaetic beds.

The examination of numerous samples of dolomite with intraformational breccia has resulted 
in the following interpretation of process :

The appearance of intraformational (“ authigenic” ) breccias* is confined to the early period of 
deposition, or rather, to the process of conversion of unconsolidated sediment to coherent sedimentary

* According to A. G. F is c h e r  (1966) and A. B osellini (1967) the appearance o f  the intraformational breccia 
indicates transgression.
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rock. In a certain period of diagenesis, the chalk mud accumulated on the uneven or sloping bottom 
of the sedimentary basin may be slumped on gravitational effects. Consequently, gels and more 
recently deposited, more liquid colloids can flow into the polygonal cracks of the separating clods, 
even repeatedly during deposition. Regarding the cracking of the deposit once settled down, it may 
imply actions also by streams, tides and waves.

The interpretation of above can provide us with a key to explain the genetics o f every form 
of intraformational breccias in dolomitic rocks.

Considering the dolomitization process, some evidences thereon could be gained by optical 
microscopy (the recognition of euhedral and subhedral mosaic structures) and by the method of 
mass spectography (the determination of isotope proportions of carbon and oxygen) along with 
data from thermoluminescence analysis. All by this, it is verifiable that the dolomitization of the 
original lime mud had taken place before diagenesis. In a geological sense, we cannot deal with a 
secondary rock, however, chemically the rock cannot be taken for a product of primary segregation 
either.

An evaluation of the macro- and microfacies, fauna, flora and isotope-geochemically measured 
palaeotemperatures, shows the Carnian Hauptdolomit to be deposited in shallow, open, warm- 
water sea (20—22 centigrades) far from the coasts, in an environment of shelf or threshold zone 
related, maybe, to carbonate-built organic reefs. During a slow and fairly even epeirogenic subsidence 
large masses of sedimentary material were settled down. The prevailing trend of sinking was rhythmi
cally interrupted by shorter periods of stagnation and minor uplift. For this, evidence was found in 
well Vállus 3, which was drilled through various cyclic units of dolomitization.

On the basis of lithological features (mainly of the presence of zones with intraformational 
breccia and stromatolite), there are various small-scale rhythms detectable in borehole Vállus 3, 
displaying units indicative of the tide environment (at 350, 230 and 130 metres).

Rhaetic

A small area of Rhaetic beds, resting on Hauptdolomit, is found in the north-western part of 
the Keszthely Mountains.

Laminated, cherty dolomite 
(=T he Rezi Formation)

Resting in two patches (Akasztódomb and Battyányhát forest) on the typical Hauptdolomit, 
there are erosional remnants of Rhaetic beds. They are composed largely of greyish-brown coloured, 
laminated, cherty dolomite. The chert nodules of a size of 30 to 50 mm are apparently more frequent 
in some layers. In the old quarry of Akasztódomb, beds of white, weathered, foliated to laminated 
dolomite appear. The rock seems a little argillaceous, however, it is of common dolomite compo
sition. At the same place, pulverizing dolomite is also observable.

Some limestone lenses attaining to a few decimetres are included by dolomite. These intercala
tions consist of brownish to greyish coloured, compact and slightly bituminous limestone, at places 
looking like lamellibranch conglomerate as being lumachelle. This limestone is more resistant to 
weathering than the dolomite, since its released major pieces lie in a greater number on the surface. 
The bulk of the formerly collected Kössen-type fossils derives from these lenses which do not constitute 
persistent beds, as believed earlier.

The recording concerned could be done in the abandoned dolomite quarry of Akasztódomb. 
The limestone lenses referred to are equivalent with minor masses of purely organic material called 
biostrome (embryonic reef bodies, lamellibranch beds etc.) indicating a definite ecological unit.

On the aforesaid evidences it should be stated that not a close petrological and facies correlation 
can be made between the “ Kössen Facies” in the Keszthely Mountains and, respectively, in the 
Bakony (Sümeg, Szőc, Padragkút, Úrkút, Szentgál etc.), apart from biostratigraphic relationships. 
The rock types, dolomitic in the main, would take up less than 10 per cent of the sequence in the 
Bakony Mountains, which consists dominantly of calcareous and argillaceous (marly) rocks.

The close petrological investigation of the Kössen Beds all over the Transdanubian Central 
Mts has not yet been done. On the basis of some drills put down in the area of Sümeg, in 1974 a 
proposal was exposed to divide the Kössen Beds in the western Bakony Mts into two separate belts : 
a southern streak would be characterized by a more dolomitic composition, and a northern one by 
a calcareous to argillaceous (marly) constitution. According to this, the Rhaetic sequence of, pre
sumably, Köäsen Facies at Rezi may belong to the above-mentioned southern belt.

The “ Kössen Beds” of the Rezi area, overlying immediately the Hauptdolomit, can be further 
detected along the strike throughout the middle and southern sector of the Bakony Mountains (Fig. 9).
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The Rhaetic dolomite at Rezi represents a more or less coherent, slightly marl-like rock of 
yellowish-white colour. The bed thickness varies between 0.8 and 6.0 cm, most frequently between 
4 and 5 cm.

The results of the thin section petrological study are included in Explanations to Plate XVIII. 
Here only various significant differences in mega- and microscojhcal properties from the Hauptdolomit 
are dealt with.

The insoluble residue of the most widespread Carnian and Norian Hauptdolomit averages 
0,40%, while that of the Rhaetic dolomite comes to an increased rate of 3.9 — 5.09%. The insoluble 
residue is composed largely of clay minerals (2.5 to 4.5%), and the organic matter amounts to a 
maximum of 1.18%.

Palaeontologically, all the Gastropoda collection was subjected to examination. With respect 
to the gastropods from Akasztódomb, they are represented by a large number o f species, some of 
which are exceptionally abundant. The list of the identified gastropods is given in Table 10 as extended 
to show other localities (Buda Mountains, Bakony, Alps) where the one and the same species has 
been found.

When making comjîarisons between our fauna and those collected in other places of the Trans- 
danubian Central Mountains, we cannot establish any essential relationship between them. Thus 
it is surprising how our fauna correlates with the one gathered in St. Cassian, Southern Alps. According 
to this resemblance, our gastropods may be indicative of a deeper horizon, however, the considerable 
persistence extending from the Lower Triassic up to the Lias shown by the Triassic Gastropoda is 
also to be taken into consideration.

According to the tabular comparison, some forms yielded by the Akasztódomb beds have also 
been encountered in many other places. Nevertheless, conspicuous analogies can be drawn only by 
making a comparison with the assemblage of Fischerwiese near Aussee, N Alps. The molluscan fauna 
of Fischerwiese is included by the reef-type coralline Zlambach Marl Formation of late Triassic 
to Lias age.

Mesozoic rocks younger than Triassic have not vet been found in the Keszthely Mountains.

Teartiary

In our area of study, the Eocene, Oligocène and Miocene formations are absent. The time that 
had passed between late Triassic and Pliocene times, is marked only by the deposition of fireclay 
and colour earths near Cserszegtomaj.

Kaolinitic clay
(=T he Cserszegtomaj Kaolinitic Clay Formation)

North-easterly from the village Cserszegtomaj, on the strongly eroded surface of the Hauptdolo- 
mit that makes up the hills Koponár (28 m a.s.l.) and Pajtika-tető (214 m a.s.l.), under Holocene- 
Pleistocene covering, there are narrow but fairly deep hollows filled up with Kaolinite-bearing clay. 
At present, some 51 localities are known in less than 2 km2. Of these, 16 occurrences are completely 
exploited, 3 recovered by driftage, 7 explored by drilling and 7 by pitting, moreover there are 18 
localities which have been outlined by geophysical methods or upon surface indications.

The sinkholes that have got known up to now, are mostly 30 to 40 m deep, changing between 
14 and 50 m. Their diameter varies between 10 and 60 m showing, in projection, a deformed elliptic 
shape (Fig. 11). In some places there are strings of not more than 4 sinkholes. As the water percolated 
down through these depressions of karst scenery, they were detaining even the finest-grained residual 
materials produced by leaching action.

With regard to the formation of dolines, in well-exposed zones the tectonic preformation can be 
observed. For example, the process to form a doline signed Koponár K-5 may have been initiated 
by the appearance of crossing faults, or rather, at a place where two fault zones meet each other. 
The contour of the concerned sinkhole formed along a well-marked W —E fault, resembles a prolate 
ellipsoidal shape of a threefold-lengthened major axis. It is necessary, however, to put on record 
that the walls of a doline are never formed by fault planes.

On the basis of many observations, it can be confirmed that the dolines filled with kaolinitic 
clay are products of karst process instead of being formed by thermal springs. The rock is unstratified 
dolomite. The boundary between the dolomite and kaolinitic clay has been described in details by 
G y . Bá r d o s s y  (1961). We have only a few complementary remarks to this:

The mineral assemblage formed at the boundary (hydrargillite-allunite crust, nests of goethite, 
limonite incrustation) has a very varied thickness or even is missing along the boundary referred to. 
The calculable quantity of these minerals takes up 1 per cent in volume of the rock materials filling
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up the sinkholes. The iron oxyde crust (limonite-bearing clay with nests of goethite) may attain 
to a thickness of 45 cm e.g. in the doline signed K-18 (Fig. 12).

Another new observation of ours, based on many positive details, shows the boundary of dolomite 
with a streak 40 to 60 cm thick towards the kaolinite to give place principally to the pulverization 
of dolomite. Silicification is very much reduced both in frequency and extent. Records made in doline 
K-7 with the subsequent analyses of siliceous dolomites of a certain thickness measured in 37 sections, 
containing 37.4% Si02 on an average, allow to make the following appraisal: a decrease by 0.79% 
in the SiO, content of the kaolinitic clay mass contained in doline can have resulted in the silicification 
on dolomite to the extent known.

The complex on the whole shows four different types of kaolinitic clay :
1. light-yellow and yellowish-white fireclay,
2. ochre-coloured kaolinitic clay (colour earth),
3. white kaolin-clay,
4. violet-reddish-coloured kaolinitic clay.
1. Light-yellow to yellowish-white coloured fireclay takes up 46.2 to 63.6 weight per cent 

averaging 55.8% taking into account all localities. Its mineralogical composition is shown in Table II. 
(According to the measuring accuracy given, the values of mineral composition may include an 
error of +10%). For chemical compositions, see Table 11.

Spectrographic analyses show a comparatively low trace elements content to be poor also in 
components for the light-yellow and yellowish-white-coloured clay (Table 11).

2. An ochre-coloured kaolinitic clay (colour earth) takes up a quantity ranging between min. 
24.0% and max. 45.0% of the total amount of clay in each locality (in weighted mass percent it gives 
an average of 33.6%). Its mineralogical composition is presented in Table 12, together with the chem
ical composition and trace element distribution.

3. The amount of the white-coloured kaolinitic clay varies between 1.7 and 7.9%; in weighted 
mass percentage of all localities it comes to 4.8%. Data bearing on the mineral and chemical compo
sition are contained in Table 13.

Spectrographically, the white clay is slightly richer in trace elements than the two types treated 
previously (Table 13).

4. The kaolinitic clay of violet-reddish colour takes up a proportion ranging from 3.30% to 
5.70%, on an average 4.10 weighted mass per cent of the known reserves. The pertinent mineral 
and chemical composition is shown in Table 14. Its trace elements content is similar to that of the 
ochre-coloured clay.

Between the kaolinitic clay in dolines and the Hauptdolomit there are crust-like mineralizations 
of varied thickness. They take up 1.5 weighted mass jser cent of the whole rock mass.

These mineralizations can be divided into t wo groups :
1. Rocks of high iron content. According to the dominant iron mineral, three subtypes can be 

distinguished: violet-reddish-coloured haematite crust, yellowish-brown goethite-bearing iron crust 
and reddish-brown-coloured iron crust by limonite. In some nests and nodules the iron content may 
amount to a high proportion (Fe20 3>65%). Besides the leading iron minerals mentioned above, in 
the rock there are other appreciable constituents as well as kaolinite of fireclay type and gibbsite.

2. Rocks and minerals o f high alum inium  content. Between the iron crust and altered dolomite, 
another layer of diverse mineral composition occurs, which is mostly gibbsite-(hydrargillite-) bearing. 
This had been the principal subject of a manysided description by Gy . B á r d o s s y  (1961), thus no 
more explanation is needed in this respect.

Data from an electron-microscopical study of various rock types deserve, because of their great 
genetic value, a more detailed interpretation. The pertinent photomicrographs are included in 
Plates X X I—X X III with the necessary explanations.

The mode of occurrence of the kaolinitic clay resembles that of the bauxite deposits of Nyirád 
accumulated in sinkholes of karst scenery. There is a conspicuous similarity between the two de
posits, in the equally unstratified character and in the allothigenous mineral assemblage of a particle 
size coarser than 100 g, regarding the bauxites of Nyirád and Szőc too. Finally, characteristical 
bauxite minerals like gibbsite and, in traces, alunite and diaspore can be encountered in the kaolin
itic clay.

After that aforesaid, we make a try for drawing up a new picture on lithogenesis of the concerned 
rock complex.

By means of more advanced methods used for mineralogical and chemical tests in laboratory, 
and with the use of instruments of increased resolving power and latest methods for the evaluation 
of X  ray photographs, the presence of free quartz could be spotted in the examined material 
(I. V ic z iá n  1975). Subsequently, during the evaluation of a large number of photomicrographs by electron
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microscopy we were able to find proofs for the presence of quartz particles o f a size of some [i. as 
allothigenous mineral constituents showing clastic features. Thereafter the former genetic considera
tions were to be subjected to revision.

In this respect, we can say summarily that the concerned fine-dispersion sediment contains 
allothigenous clastic (alloclastic) constituents too. By the deposition in water, mostly the consolidated, 
crystalline-phase components were concerned. In spite of this, the possibility of some transportation 
by floating prior to deposition cannot be excluded. The rock is composed largely of mineral grains 
of allochemical origin. The megastructure shows no stratification, but it can be observed by the 
layout of laminiform crystal particles. Postgenetic mineral segregations, recrvstallization, that is, 
evidences of secondary geochemical processes are so far insignificant that they are hardly perceptible 
in the microstructure of the fundamental rock types. In the Hungarian Central Mountains region, 
only a kaolinite-bearing sandstone at Sárisáp. moreover the kaolinite-constituted fireclay at Pilis- 
vörösvár (G y . V a r j ú  1955) and the fireclay deposit of Felsőpetény (E . R a d n ó t h y  and M r s . É . V e t ő  
1970) are of the same geological dimension. These three deposits, together with the Cserszegtomaj 
kaolinitic clay taken for analogous to them, are characterizable by a common Tertiary origin and also 
by their secondary-type rock-forming constituents which are conspicuous in the actual geological 
position.

In line with the petrological examinations, it can be stated that the agent of transportation was 
itself capable of selecting the quartz components and separating thereby the fine crystal particles 
and aluminium silicates from the coarser-grained fractions. After its deposition on the eroded surface 
of Upper Triassic rocks, the kaolinite-bearing clay was exposed again to the surface. This involved 
the wearing away of its greater part. Some remnants of the original deposit could be preserved only 
in dolines of lowest relief energy. Such remnants found e.g. in the Veréb-hegy area testify to the 
2>re-existence of a 3—4-m-thick bed built of argillaceous to silty rocks of high kaolinite content to 
have been included in the Upper Pannonian sandstone complex.

Our latest attempts succeeded in finding fossils in the kaolinitic clay. It had been presumed 
upon one of our theses for solving genetic problems that the included fossils, if any, cannot be much 
different in size from the predominant grain-size fraction, since the transportation of particles in 
form of suspension instead of solution, is supposed to have taken place. Consequently, it seemed by 
far logical to look for nanoplanctonic, nearly sub-microscopical fossils. This has resulted in the col
lection o f the skeletons identified by M. B á l d i -B e k e  (Table 16 and Plates X X IV —XXV).

Our conclusions drawn on a lithological basis have been corroborated by biostratigraphic investi
gations. Accordingly, the primary sedimentation had taken place between the Cretaceous and late 
Mid-Eocene time, then it was followed by redeposition and transportation of the sediments involved. 
The final accumulation of the finely dispersed sediment took place after late Oligocène time.

P l i o c e n e

Upper Pannonian

The rocks younger than Upper Triassic belong to the Upper Pannonian substage in the Keszthely 
Mountains, with the exception of the kaolinitic clay formation at Cserszegtomaj.

The Upj)er Pannonian substage is represented by littoral and near-shore rocks in the Keszthely 
Mts and their closely adjacent zones. Nevertheless, only two or three formations are seen in any 
section of these broken vertical successions. A section drilled by well Kh 9 is most complete (Fig 
13). By means of this key well, all the Upper Pannonian beds, which are widely spread in this mountain 
region, coidd be correlated (Fig. 14).

Basal breccia

The Pannonian sequence is generally underlain by the Upper Triassic Hauptdolomit. In places, 
the dolomite is covered by a basal breccia bed containing also boulders of dolomite, which is followed 
by a stratum of finer-grained (30—50 mm) dolomite breccia. This rock appears as a basal formation 
spread all over the region as belonging to different horizons that recalls the former coastline changes. 
There are no fossils included therein, thus these breccias can only be dated upon the presence of sole 
markings seen in the overlying beds. Three horizons can be distinguished more widely as well as, 
from down upwards, the " Conger ia ungula caprae horizon” , the “ Congeria balatonica horizon” and, 
locally, the higher part of a middle horizon pertaining to the mid-Upper Pannonian substage, showing 
a progress in time and space o f the transgression.
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Conglomerate, sand, sandstone

This markedly littoral formation rests on the dolomite breccia or represents its isochronous 
substitute. In some profiles (see well Kh 9) a gradual transition is experienced between them by a 
gradual substitution of dolomite detritus by quartzite pebbles. Elsewhere (Cserszegtomaj-Koponár, 
Rezi north, the southern mouth of the valley cut Vári-völgy) there are dolomite breccia beds 10 — 20 cm 
thick interbedded in quartzite-composecl conglomerates and coarse sandstones.

Lithologically, there are four main rock groups to be distinguished :
7. Sandy gravel lies on—or substitutes—the basal breccia. In various sections (well Kh 9) 

a gradual transition between the two rocks is observable. Characteristic occurrences: a section drilled 
by well Kh 9 (in a depth interval of 80 — 97.5 m), areas situated north of Rezi, Cserszegtomaj-Koponár, 
the southern mouth of Vári-völgy.

The gravel takes up 32 — 35 weight per cent of all the rock group. The dominant particle size 
ranges from 3.0 mm to 5.0 mm. Pebbles larger than 10 mm are rarer than 15%.

2. Grey limestone. As early as the very beginning of the 1900s, the artesian water well at Keszt
hely, Andrássy Square, was drilled through a “ Sarmatian limestone bank” at a depth ranging from 
94 m to 101 m (L . L o c z y  1913). The same limestone was also penetrated by drill Kh 9 in a thickness 
of 1.8 m. According to its position, it can be assigned to the Upper Pannonian substage. The limestone 
is preceded by a finely banded, pyritic-montmorillonitic bed (max. 2 m thick) of clay marl, marl 
and calcareous marl showing an upward-increasing content of CaC03. Foraminifers are frequent in 
the argillaceous-pyritic limestone. On a lithological basis it can be defined as “ freshwater limestone” 
settled down, most probably, in an oligohaline lagoonal environment of the Pannonian sea (com
monly taken for mesohaline).

3. C lay m inerals-com posed beds. In the unbroken succession formed in the littoral zone of the 
late Pannonian sedimentary basin, the above-mentioned limestones are overlain by markedly kaolin- 
itic and calcareous silt-bearing strata known, besides well Kh 9, in the Veréb-hegy area, too. They 
are considered erosional remnants of the kaolinitic fireclay—colour earth complex. This clay is 
composed largely of kaolinite associated with calcareous mud, but traces of gibbsite, boehmite and 
diaspore are also detectable by DTG analyses.

The congeria ungula caprae horizon

4. Sand with pyrite and marcasite, silty sand, clay and argillaceous siltstone. The upper part of the 
Congeria ungula caprae horizon is made up of fine-grained sediments of larger thickness. An uneven 
enrichment o f pyrite and marcasite minerals is observable in various sub-horizons e.g. o f the Keszt
hely— Cserszegiomaj zone. The particle size distribution of the rocks belonging to this multivariate 
sequence is shown in Fig. 15.

In the upper part of the Congeria ungula caprae horizon fine sand and silt prevail, and clay is 
subordinate, but their mixed types also occur. The rocks are of grey and bluish-grey colour, they 
display hardly detectable joints and a fairly compound pattern of stratification which is marked 
mainly by changes of rock material. An alternation of horizontal and inclined bedding is also observ
able.

The carbonate content of the Congeria ungula caprae horizon’s upper jjortion comprizes a low 
percentage (6 — 8%) in which the dolomite/calcite/siderite ratio is 5:2:1. Most of the clay minerals 
belong to the illite group. The iron sulphide content is o f a diagnostic value. Pyrite and marcasite 
share near equally in the rocks and, in the main, they display fully developed crystal form. They 
constitute a dissemination-type ore deposit consisting of fine particles of the minerals dispersed 
through the enclosing rock and associated, subordinately, with local accumulations of nodules (con
cretions).

Fossils can be found fairly seldom. This phenomenon may be explained by the pre-existence 
of an anaerobic (reduction-type) environment of deposition implying very unfavourable biofacies 
conditions. Only a few fossils could be collected from this thick and widely spread sedimentary 
complex (Table 17). Some prints after plants appear on bedding surfaces of various intercalations. 
Besides, the upper part displays some thin lenses of clayey lignite.

In a marginal succession, the Congeria ungula caprae horizon is ended by the above-discussed 
beds, which terminate the full range of lithologies representing an independent sedimentary cycle 
in the western and south-western flanks to the Keszthely Mountains.
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The Congeria balatonica horizon

In the Keszthely Mountains and some closely adjacent zones, the sedimentary cycle referred 
to by the sub-title is interpreted to have been formed as related to the “ porta ferrae wave No. 2” 
orogenic episode.

In the neighbourhood of Zalaszántó, Rezi moreover Cserszegtomaj, Karmacs and Alsópáhok, 
the Congeria balatonica horizon is represented by abrasive basal conglomerate, thick-bedded sandstone 
and sands started with dolomite breccia, and by a thick series of bedded to laminated sandstone. 
The basal conglomerate and breccia are equivalent in facies of the basal strata to the Congeria ungula 
caprae horizon, but they show a distinctive feature by littoral detritus whose particles are lined here 
with chalk and limonite.

The transgressive-littoral basal conglomerate, in general, upwards grades into the above-men
tioned sequence, that is, in some profiles it lies unconformably on top of the clayey-silty beds of the 
Congeria ungula caprae horizon which, in its turn, shows a regressive character. The sequence is 
dominantly composed of arenaceous rocks representing a great petrographic variety from loose 
sands up to hard and compact siliceous quartz sandstones that recall a horizontal variability in facies 
pattern.

Thin-bedded and laminated sandstone 
( =  The Karmacs Formation)

A thinly banded or laminated, micaceous quartz sandstone assignable to the lower and middle 
part of the Congeria balatonica horizon is best developed in the vicinity of Karmacs and Alsópáhok.

In terms of lithology, this is a very diversified sequence. Sandstones are markedly stratified 
here. According to Campbell’s classification, they display two patterns of bedding :

1. Predominantly thin-bedded (3 — 10 cm), compact, fine-to-medium-grained sandstone showing 
a “ plane-parallel” , at places “plane—non-parallel”  stratification.

2. Very thin laminae (max. 3 cm) of fine-grained, silty and badly cemented sandstones consti
tuting medium-thick (1 — 3 cm), thin (0.3 —1.0 cm) and very thin (max. 0.3 cm) bands. The stratifi
cation is very diversified by showing types such as horizontal “ plane-parallel” , “non-parallel” , 
“ sinuous” , “ broken” or “ inclined” .

The matrix of these sandstones was examined electron microscopically. The pertinent photo
graphs (Plates X X IX  and X X X ) have due interpretations as attached to the respective Explanations.

The “ oscillatory'’ upper part of the Congeria balatonica horizon

“ Oscillatory” beds in some zones of the Keszthely Mts are proved in their very character by 
the fauna that recalls a water environment of periodically decreasing salinity. The term “ oscillatory” 
is applied here to a sequence of alternating silty clay and sandy silt beds. They are an example for 
lithological oscillation because of local coastline changes on epeirogenetic motions but, in our opinion, 
they have also been patterned upon a compound process of oscillation involving, besides lithology, 
ecological and biological constituents too. The decrease in salinity must have been fairly constant 
inside the Pannonian Basin but not so in the littoral belt. In the latter, continental i.e. freshwater 
effects together with the nearness of the comparatively saline basin environment argue instability, 
for which we have to take into account the part played by various factors provoking an accelerated 
desalination or, on the contrary, leading to local over-salinity. The alternation in harmony with litho
logical changes o f these ecological phenomena has resulted in real oscillatory changes in biocoenosis. 
For example, an alternation of fossil assemblages i.e. sub-horizons referring to miohaline and oligo- 
haline conditions is exposed at Szobakőbarlang, northerly from Balatongyörök.

The same process of desalination can be observed in the clay pit to the Keszthely Brickyard, 
moreover by lignite seams cropping out in the vicinity of Vállus and, more widespreadly, to the north 
o f Balatongyörök. These beds can be detected to as far as the Tátika basalt group.

In the upper part of the Upper Pannonian substage, the lacustrine—fluviatile—continental 
complex deposited under fully “ freshwater” conditions is represented by cross-bedded fluviatile 
sands (Unio wetzleri horizon) on the NE side of the road that winds toUzsa and Lesenceistvánd. There 
are also fluviatile cobbles belonging to the same horizon in the Keszthely Mountains’ foreland.
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P l e i s t o c e n e

Under the name Pleistocene, we have a deal with four sedimentary groups in our area of study: 
talus fans, fluviatile sands, loess types and hillside rubble, as having been listed and treated below 
in an order of importance played in the lithological makeup of the region.

The talus fan s  in concern were formed on the southern and south-western foreland of the Keszt
hely Mountains, on account of the one-time pattern of erosion and transportation. In front of the 
north—south oriented valley of Vári-völgy there is detrital cone occupying 3 sq.km. Another ones 
hardly smaller than 1 sq.km in areal extent and, in some places, thicker than 10 m could be localized 
in the following areas: Hidegkút brook valley, and, in the south, Csider-völgy, Cser-völgy and the 
Győrök valley mouth. On the rough, eroded surface of dolomite, these detrital accumulations may 
attain to a thickness of 20 — 22 m. They are generally unsorted and composed of debris from the 
nearby dolomite rocks and, regarding the finer-grained fractions, of reworked Upper Pannonian arena
ceous sediments.

Fluviatile sands can well be differentiated from those accumulated by seasonal, mainly torrential 
streams. River sands and gravels can also be detected in patches of restricted areal extent situated, 
in the first place, on piedmont plains and terraces, moreover in intra-valley spaces and terrain de
pressions.

The Pleistocene fluviatile sand layers situated at diverse heights are likely to be of different 
age. The older they are the higher their actual position is, due to the continuous uplift ofthe mountain 
mass. Accordingly, the oldest Pleistocene sandbanks are now situated higher than 400 m (e.g. on the 
intermontane dolomite blocks o f Meleg-hegy and Büdöskút).

Loess. Autochtonous, typical loess can be encountered only north of Rezi. It is 3—4 m thick. 
The age of this loess deposit cannot be dated closely for lack of fossiliferous horizon.

In most areas of this mountain region the loess is interpreted as redeposited, hardly stratified 
deluvium. Its condition of having been reworked can be recognized by the presence of more or less 
dolomitic silt and sand o f Pannonian origin.

Side rubble. Detritus accumulated on the slopes of the E Keszthely Mountains between Balaton- 
ederics and Lesencefalu, is considered to be deluvial and of Pleistocene age as having been confined 
by Pannonian and Early Holocene to late Pleistocene sedimentary products in various sections studi- 
able on footplains and in gouges related to dolomite-built horsts.

H o l o c e n e

The most important and widespread Holocene formations are soils which display very diversified 
features in genetics, composition and structure. Because of their practical importance, their detailed 
description is included in a chapter for agrogeology, whereas another Holocene formations are dealt 
with here.

Clastic sedimentary rocks

Owing to the wearing away and accumulation of rock debris persistent up to now, the Pleisto
cene detrital cones too have partly been redeposited. Consequently, new detrital accumulations, as 
well as valley-filling sediments and debris blankets on piedmont surfaces, have been formed.

R edeposition  o f P leistocene talus fans. The oldest Holocene rocks are immediately related to the 
talus fans, otherwise known as detrital cones, of Pleistocene age. The water level of Lake Balaton 
changed from time to time. The high-level lake had given free way for lacustrine abrasion to break 
down detrital cones. Thereby a new deposition could be started in the Holocene, to which finer- 
grained sedimentary materials (sand and silt) was supplied from the Pleistocene detrital cones.

Talus fans. Torrential waters precipitating down from the mountains (see Geomorphology) can 
form talus fans. The concerned ones are composed largely of unsorted detritus proceeding from the 
Hauptdolomit.

Valley infillings. In derasional valleys and erosional gorges there are some-metre-thick accumu
lations of coarse scree ore finer-grained valley sole deposits.

Piedm ont detritus. Beds of dolomite dust of a thickness ranging from 10 cm to 20 cm are observ
able as intercalations in some soil sections or lying on the surface of the characteristic, broad pied
mont zone stretching between Balatonederics and Lesencefalu. Similar beds are seen as minor 
occurrences near Vallus and at various places on the Várvölgy basin’s margin.
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Peat and swamp earth

Peat and swamp earth are very characteristic of the Holocene sediments formed in the marginal 
basins of the Keszthely Mountains. In their immediate vicinity three significant zones of peat can 
be distinguished.

T he Szigliget— Tapolca peatfield. This peat-bearing zone stretches from the northern coast of 
Lake Balaton to the village of Lesenceistvánd as joined with the eastern piedmont region of the 
Keszthely Mountains. The peat swamp of uniform constitution has a maximum thickness of 7 m 
and an average of 3.5 m. Northerly it is pinching out and passing into swamp earth a few centimetres 
thick. Inside the basin the peat is underlain by Pannonian silty clay or, towards the eastern basin's 
edge, by Pleistocene detritus.

The Vindornya peatfield. In the north-western foreland to the Keszthely Mountains, between 
Vindornyaszőlős, Zalaszántó and Karmacs, there are peats and swamp soils genetically different 
from those in the Szigliget—Tapolca and Little Balaton basins. They are situated at a marked height 
of 135 m above the sea level. This valley lacking in surface water runoff may have been formed 
during Pleistocene time. If so, then it turned to be inundated by lakewater from late Pleistocene up 
to the recent past.

The Little Balaton peat basin. This extensive peat-bearing basin can be subdivided into three 
minor basins (Egregy—Sármellék in the north, Zalavár—Balatonmogyoród in the west and Vörs — 
Szőkedencs in the east). Because of the clear relationships, nevertheless, they can be united under 
the above-mentioned common name. As for the northern sub-basin, it is closely adjacent to the 
margin of the Keszthely Mts.

The B alatongyörök— Vonyarcvashegy peatfield. In close connection with the modern Balaton 
basin, a peat swamp 5 —6 m thick occurs as youngest of the sort in this region. Despite its being 
not extensive (1.5 sq.km), its importance is appreciable from an engineering-geological angle regarding 
the land use planning under development for the Lake Balaton region.
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MAJOR TECTONICS AND GEOLOGICAL EVOLUTION HISTORY

Tectonic elements

Essentially, The Keszthely Mountains constitute a block-mountain-type range built of a series 
o f fault-bounded blocks and valleys, and even all the mountain mass is delimited by marginal dis
locations. The main N —S structural trend is detectable throughout the mountain region (e.g. by 
valleys such as Vári-völgy, Vállusi-völgv, Cser-völgy, Györöki-völgy etc.).

Under a younger sedimentary covering on the southern margins of the mountain region, the 
presence of step faulting, or rather, a repeated downthrow by parallel faults is verifiable. Along these 
tectonic dispacements which strike E —W and NW —SE, a movement has taken place with an 
average throw greater by 10—-20% than that of the N —S main fault. In the south, the Hauptdolomit 
blocks show a northward dip and are higher-situated (Vonyarcvashegy, Szent Mihály-hegy: Fig. 20). 
This system of step faults could adequately be monitored by geophysical means.

In the northern boundary zone, an oblique horst-and-graben system of faulted blocks have 
been produced by faults striking N —S. Towards the Várivölgy basin, there are step faults similar 
in throw to those of the southern marginal zone.

The eastern marginal structure line is most characteristic. A hörst which elevates to 430 m 
above the sea level joins the Tapolca Basin along a single, N —S striking giant fault detectable on 
the surface as long as more than 10 km. An importance in the mountain building is expressed by the 
fact that the Uzsa basalt range (Kis-Lázhegy and Nagy-Láz-hegy) comes into the inferred continu
ation of the structural trend referred to. According to drilling data showing the Hauptdolomit to 
be hit mostly at a depth of 10 —18 m a.s.l. (borehole Nemesvita Nv 1 and tectonic key drills set in 
the Tapolca Basin near Balatonederics and Szigliget), the throw along this main fault surface may 
surpass 400 m.

The N —S Vári-völgy structural trend is also very important. Its eastern block (200 — 300 m 
a.s.l) is formed by Hauptdolomit of Carnian age, whereas the western downthrow block is made up 
younger (Norian) Hauptdolomit. The displacement along this major fault surface cannot be deter
mined because of an adequate stratigraphic division of the Hauptdolomit, however, the respective 
throw can be estimated at a few hundred metres. Thereby the Carnian and Norian Hauptdolomit 
appear side by side on the land surface worn away to the same height.

An attempt has been made to evaluate statistically the prevailing dips that have furnished 
data bearing on 300 points of reading on Triassic rocks. As shown in Fig. 21, the strike/dip data show 
a conspicuous spreading due to the combinations of tectonic elements. A northward trend of dipping 
is clearly outlined in accordance with the stratigraphic and tectonic building on the whole.

Major tectonics

As it has been referred to, the Keszthely Mountains are formed by a series of blocks arranged 
according to a NW —SE-trending axis of mountain building. Their original surface has been levelled 
by erosion almost to the same height, measured above the sea level. The blocks are builtup of Carnian 
rocks in the south-east, and of Rhaetic beds towards the north-west, respectively.

In general, the beds are dipping north-westwardlv. The south-eastern blocks had originally been 
uplifted to a greater height. Superficially, the some-thousand-metre thick Carnian-Norian-Rhaetic 
beds have subsequently been reduced to a common level of height inside the mountain region.

Regarding the major tectonic features of the Keszthely Mountains in a wider sense, the Tapolca 
deep fault is worthy of mention. This might be correlated with the Villány-Szalatnak major structural 
line formed in the Palaeozoic (M. K a s s a i , 1973).

A downthrow of the Upper Triassic formations observable on the W —NW mountain side is 
even of greater importance. The well Zalalövő 3 drilled the Upper Triassic rocks at a depth of 3,061 m 
below the Miocene sequence.
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It is also noteworthy that an almost complete but, at least, very thick succession of Upper 
Triassic rocks has been preserved in a near-surface position. The Carnian-Norian complex could be 
intersected in a depth interval ranging from 209 m to 3,855 m in well Kehida 3. All that aforesaid 
testifies to the existence of great vertical displacements together with large thicknesses by 2,000—
3,000 m of the Upper Triassic, which is likely to be taken into account in regard with the structural 
building of the Keszthely Mountains.

As for the megafacies conditions, they seem to be correlable with those prevailing in the Eastern 
Kalkalpen. I f  there are any deviations, mostly by the fact that from the Upper Triassic sequence 
solely two Upper Triassic facies (the Hauptdolomit and the Carnian marl) occur in the Keszthely 
Mts, they can be explained. Accordingly, in the more centrally situated alpine regions the consoli
dation was terminated as early as the end of the Laban orogeny, with the contemporary formation 
of numerous heteropical facies, whereas in our area of study the comparatively quiet period persisted 
till the Rhaetic.

Upon the major tectonic features of the Keszthely Mountains (s.l.) it cannot be decided whether 
the Upper Triassic in Hungary represents an autochtonous megafacies, which is interpreted to have 
formed by primary sediments deposited in local troughs of sedimentation embraced by miogeosyn- 
cline. Our area seems more likely to belong to a marginal and less folded region adjacent to the 
Alpine-Carpathian Nappe system, displaying at the same time certain features to be called autochton
ous. Considering the structure-geological data bearing on the Keszthely Mountains with their N and 
W forelands, a tectono-genetic side-by-side-setting of various megafacies and the condensation i.e. 
spatial reduction of sequences might be verifiable.

Problems in distinguishing the tectono-geneticallv ordered facies belts from autochtonous 
ones are presented by the fact that the strike of the Mesozoic, post-Triassic near-shore facies belts 
coincides with the strike of the major tectonic forms produced by the outstanding orogenic movements 
(Laramian and Alpine phases of orogeny).

Evolution history

The results of former and latest studies on the Keszthely Mountains’ geological development 
suggest that we would start our historico-geological overlook with the Alpine geosyncline phases, 
however, there are proofs e.g. by deep well Kékkút I for the existence of earlier events (pre-Alpine 
i.e. Variscan phases) in the surrounding zones.

Accordingly, the formation underlying the Triassic complexes may be constituted by Silurian- 
Devonian marine sedimentary rocks, late Palaeozoic lagoonal and terrigenous beds and, presumably, 
by quartz porphyry. These are overlain by Mesozoic formations from which the Upper Triassic 
ones are known for the time being. No direct evidence has been found of the existence of Middle or 
Lower Triassic formations. In this respect, the omission of any comparison with the conditions of 
adjacent regions (Bakony and Balaton Highland) seems to be logical.

The beginning of the Carnian time can be summarized as a period of epeirogenetic movements 
that provided the accumulation of marly or fine-grained clastic sediments. A temporary subsidence 
is attested to by the Balatonederics reef formation.

With regard to orogenic movements, the Hauptdolomit, ranging from the Middle Carnian up 
to the end of the Norian, represents a relatively quiet period. The Hauptdolomit, which was formed 
in a miogeosyncline belt, shows oscillations i.e. rhytmic changes in sedimentation owing to epeiro
genetic earth crust movements (well Vállus 3). The end of the period of consolidation is marked by 
the appearance of Rhaetic formations. An uplift with coastline changes owed to the Early Cimmerian 
tectonic phase could be evidenced in the periphery of Rezi.

The regional lack of Jurassic, Cretaceous, Eocene, Oligocène and Miocene formations can be 
explained by evolutional reasons. It is customary now to refer to the absence of the Mesozoic beds 
as attributable to erosional processes, whereas during the early Tertiary we have evidence of conti
nental sedimentation, but it is only by the Cserszegtomaj kaolinitic clay that we find conceivable 
proofs of the continental land destruction. Considerations upon a paleogeographic synthesis enable 
us to presume that the absence of the younger Tertiary beds is also to be taken for a primary gap 
in sedimentation.

A continental phase extending from the end of Triassic time to the mid-Pannonian was marked 
by crustal movements that have led to the creation of the overall structure of the Keszthely Moun
tains. According to the orientation of joints, the first phase can be characterized by a compression per
pendicular to a NE— SE direction, which attacked on the Hauptdolomit-formed mountain mass. 
Prevailing N —S oriented joints that became open as a result of weathering had arisen by dilatation 
tectonism. The uplift of the Mesozoic bulk is attributable to the Attican phase o f orogeny.

The next outstanding event marked by the Slavonian phase in the Keszthely Mountains’ evolution 
is, presumably, the late Pannonian transgression that invaded over the exposed Upper Triassic land
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surface flowing also into the gaps formed between individual blocks of a more or less fractured region, 
and introduced a mesohaline marine environment of deposition. From that time on, the sedimentation 
shows evidences of oscillation by the succession of rocks, which was followed in time by tectonic 
movements that culminated in the gradual rising up of the mountain range, provable in a number of 
sections. According to F. Sze n t e s  (1953) and L. M o l d v a y  (1977), the marginal Upper Triassic 
dolomite mass was elevated to such an extent that it could give rise to a “ diapir-like” structure 
formed by the overlying Pliocene rocks. These movements are considered assignable to the orogenic 
episodes W allachian I  and I I .

The Upper Pannonian sandstones have been dissected and dislocated. A vertical displacement 
of 25 m could be measured between two faulted blocks of correlable sandstone beds situated in the 
Hévízi-völgy area and the Keszthely ridge, respectively.

The Quaternary movements producing the elevation of the Upper Pannonian beds to a level 
higher than 300 m a.s.l. were determining in the formation of the actual topography o f our study 
area. During these movements, it was the W allachian I  phase that produced an uplift by 50 m to 
100 m, to which the height of about 300 m of the oldest piedmont surface is attributable. There are, 
however, younger footland surfaces detectable in various places and at different levels that average 
250 m above the sea level.

Additional tectonic dislocations took place at the end of Mindéi and between Mindéi and Riss 
marked by the B ahinian  phase (which corresponds to “ riviera” as termed by L ó c z y ). The concerned 
faulting is responsible for the piedmont surfaces situated in a height of 130—165 m.

Finally, the Baltic orogeny (Riss—Würm Interglacial period) formed alluvial cones and levels 
that show a conspicuous variability of position regarding both height and layout in space.

The younger (Pleistocene) movements were the first intimation of the beginning of a latest period 
of level-forming processes. These levels have been formed, besides rise, by climatic and, finally, anthro
pogenic effects too. Southerly towards the mountain’s edge, the existence of two levels formed in a 
height interval ranging from 99 m to 130 m has been proved.

According to L. B e n d e f y  (1967), the Keszthely Mountains are now being subjected to a subsid
ence at the rate of 5 — 7 mm per ten years. This tendency of present-day crust movement suggests 
that the course of the emergence of this mountain region must have displayed stagnant and even 
negative periods, too.

As treated above, we can have a deal with orogenic episodes as enabled to have been detected 
by present-day geological means. The knowledge of the efficiency of these methods, however, is 
essential to an appreciation of the limits of our understanding of the Keszthely Mountains’ evolution 
history.
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H Y DROG KOL< )GÏCAL CONDITIONS

The Keszthely Mountains comprise a relatively independent hydrogeological unit. Besides the 
most necessary data of observation, only the cardinal hydrogeological parameters outlined mostly 
by analytical method are to be dealt with here.

Atmospheric precipitation

According to point rainfall measurements representing a time span o f 50 years, the average 
annual precipitation amounts to 700 mm in the western foreland (Hévíz), whereas on the eastern 
sides (Nemesvita) it is 675 mm. In Table 20 an array of data showing rainfall in 1970—1972 with 
an exemplifiable spreading in 50-year averages is presented.

The amount of atmospheric precipitation shown by Table 20 can be computed to an area of 
150 sq.km, receiving thereby the following values: 96,Í50,000 m3 (93.17%) in 1970; 73,350,000 m3 
(71.08%) in 1971 and 119,700,000 m3 (115.99%) in 1972, where the multiannual mean of 103,200,000 m3 
is taken for 100%. These data suggest that the annual fluctuation is significant. Considering a simi
larly long period, this phenomenon might affect the subsurface water budget, so that it should be 
taken into account when forecasting karst water reserves and level fluctuations.

Surface waters

In connection with our mountain region, the most important surface water reservoir is Lake 
Balaton, which is submitted to a manysided hydrological-hydrogeological investigation along with 
a systematic observation. This theme, which does not belong to our sphere o f interest, has long since 
been the subject of description in numerous publications.

Lake Balaton, altitude 104.5 m above the sea level, comprises the base level of erosion to the 
Keszthely Mountains region under denudation.

No perennial streams can be found in the Keszthely Mts. In the western foreland there is a 
brook flowing N—S, called Gyöngyös-patak. This one and the Újvíz canal system are not assumed 
to play any important role in the water balance. The seasonal streams which precipitate down in 
erosional valleys after heavy rainfalls are of torrential character (Fig. 23). They are, however, im
portant factors in land surface development and for Nature Conservancy. The brook Csókakő or 
Hidegkúti-patak originating from the Rezi basin is carrying water during autumn and springtime, 
but throughout 6 or 8 months on the average its bed remains dry. In April 1895, a flow rate of 23,400 
litres per minute was gauged here (J. Gh o l n o k y , 1918).

Unconfined ground-water table

There are numerous zones with phreatic aquifer. The most extensive one can be encountered 
in the Rezi basin, with free level as high as 300 m above the sea level.

Phreatic ground-waters stored in thicker Pleistocene strata are insignificant inside the mountain 
region. At the same time, in the uppermost water-bearing horizon of the piedmont plains an intensive 
radial seepage flow is experienced. The phreatic water table shows a fluctuation at the rate of 0.5 
to 2.0 m in response to rainfall, beside a multiannual variation attaining to a few metres (Fig. 24).

The quality of ground-water, involving the total dissolved solids content, hardness and the 
quantification of main components, is highly variable in dependence on the age and lithological char
acter o f the water-bearing horizon (Table 21). Sulphate-hydrogen carbonate waters, at places with 
higher contents of ammonium and chlorite, prevail.
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Confined aquifers

The Keszthely Mountains are essentially a dolomitic karstland, thus deeper-situated “ formation 
waters” (artesian aquifers) can be found in the flanking zones only. Scree, moreover cones of dolomite 
detritus, coarse-grained sandstones and “ pearl-like pebble” conglomerates overlie the dolomite blocks 
with angular unconformity at high angles, and they should be, as water-storing horizons, in close 
hydraulic connection with karst-waters. Hydrochemical features and high porosity are in favour 
of this assumption not having omitted to mention the conditions of water recharge. These waters 
are very important to public water supplies.

Karst-water

Related to and explained by the geological setting of the Keszthely Mountains, the karst-water 
reservoirs are outstanding in importance. They are, for geostructural reasons, in close relationship 
with the main karst-water-bearing reservoir system of the Transdanubian Central Mountains.

Karst-hydrological setting. The Carnian-Norian Hauptdolomit, as a suspended shallow karst 
aquifer system, occupies an area of 96 sq.km.

Karst-water level. The karst-water surface does not take up closely the shape of the land surface 
morphology. When measuring at the same time, a difference of 9 m can be determined between the 
respective karst-water levels in the central and marginal parts of the mountain region.

Karst-water of free surface is stored in carbonate rocks of middling storage capacity (faulted, 
fissured) displaying a transmissivity even lower than the average of the main karst in the Central 
Mountains.

Factors of water discharge. To study the subsurface water balance, the knowledge of discharge 
by natural yield and water production determined the precisely the better, is of paramount impor
tance, because any fundamental inaccuracies will appear without adjustment in the quantitative 
presentation of the changes in the overflowing water resources due to natural factors and man’s 
activities.

The average natural plus artificial yield of cold-water karst springs does not exceed 4,512 litres 
per minute, a rate that amounts water to 2.4-106 m3 in one year.

A particular, untested kind of lateral outflow should be taken into consideration mainly in the 
southestern boundary zones. Nevertheless, this factor may well be omitted due to an over-compen
sation by also hardly quantifiable inflows to the balance plot from neighbouring karst reservoir units 
and even from other deep underground aquifers, with additional amounts supplied from parasitic 
and intermittent springs etc.

Cold-temperature karst-waters are tapped by wells drilled in the urban area of Keszthely. 
Their constant water yield equals 1,122 l.p.m. or 0.59-106 m3 per year.

H ydrochem ical features. Water sampled from well Vállus 3 can be taken for characteristic of 
karst-water stored in dolomite (Table 25). The chemical composition of Szent Mihály spring issuing 
on the mountain’s margin at Vonyarcvashegy is given therewit, for making a comparison. Accord
ingly, the dissolved solids content is less by 20 per cent in water stored in the central part of the 
karstic reservoir system, and hardness is reduced, whereas ammonium is nearly absent. A conspicuous 
difference is given by the fact that, after dissolving a certain quantity of solids, the solution will 
only be enriched by additional amounts of calcium-hydrogen carbonate.

For determining the karst-water budget, the following equation was used:
P = Cs —L —B,

where
Cs — average multiannual atmospheric precipitation ;
L — surface runoff;
В — water intake by percolation ;
P — loss in atmospheric precipitation by évapotranspiration.
Various methods can be applied to determine the components of the karst-water balance. The 

measurement of e v a pótra nspi rat i о n has been found most difficult, however, it has a significant 
role because of the widespread plant vegetation.

1. Surface runoff. To determine the surface runoff, no adequate measurements were at our 
disposal. For this reason, data shown by the surface runoff map of Hungary, plotted by I. V. N a g y  
(1972) have been adopted. Accordingly, the weighted average runoff referred to, the active catchment 
area of the Keszthely Mountains (96 km2) comes to 68 mm per year or 6.53-106 m3/year.

2. Percolation. Regarding the above-mentioned catchment area extending to 96 sq.km, the 
amount of percolating water from rainfall is 22.2-106 m3 per year, on a multiannual average. The
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amount of atmospheric precipitation attains to 66.0-106 m3 per year. After the necessary substitutions, 
the karst-water balance in term of évapotranspiration is calculated by the formula :

P = 66.0-106-22.2-106- 6.53-10® = 37.27-10® m3.
Accordingly, a loss by évapotranspiration from the total amount of atmospheric precipitation aver
ages 62 per cent.

To sum it up, the water budget based on annual mean values from the base equation (Cs = 
= L + B + P) can be expressed as follows:

6.53-10® m3 + 22.20-10® m3 + 37.27-10® m3 = 66.00-106 m3,
according to which the surface runoff takes up 9.89%, the percolation 33.64% and the evapotranspira- 
tion shares 56.47% in water yield by atmospheric precipitation (100%).

P orosity  o f the C arnian-N orian  Hauptdolom it. The active porosity of the Keszthely Mountains’ 
Hauptdolomit formation is, in the main, secondary. As far as its calculation is concerned, there is 
a wide scale of values presented in publications, thus, in interest of a better result, we were obliged 
to make measurements and experiments too. On such a basis, we have adopted 2.5% for an average 
value of porosity.

Karst-water resources in the K eszthely M ountains. The appraisal of all the karst-water reserves 
stored in an approximately delimited hydrogeological unit is devoted to the calculation of the exploit
able water reserves. Proceeding on this very basis, the natural dynamic reserves and the exploitable 
static reserves are to be determined separately. For this purpose, we have chosen the water balance 
method that enable the application of a few omissions only.

The static reserves accumulated above the base level of erosion amount to 3.37-10® m3. Upon 
the hydrogeological knowledge of the region, the karst-water resources stored below the erosional 
base can be estimated at 4.00-107 m3.

Thermal water

Thermal water is one of the most outstanding subject of descriptions and conjectures concerned 
with hydrogeological investigations and search for water supplies in Hungary, with no exception 
to be made for the Keszthely Mountains. A very practical task to be accomplished in this respect 
is given by the claim for protective measures against the fall in water output and damages provoked 
by the bauxite mining activities applying a decline of karst-water level. Our work is, hopefully, a 
modest contribution to the scientific solution of this task of economic importance.

In the present study, we make a try for the clarification of some problems related with the supply 
S])ring of Hévíz lake, involving only the pertinent necessary data and conclusions.

The site of issue of the spring is in thick-bedded or unstratified Upper Pannonian sandstone 
overlying the Hauptdolomit blocks bounded by step faults trending NNE -SSW and intersecting 
partly the Pannonian beds too, situated in the western boundary zone to the Keszthely Mountains. 
By latest investigations carried out by frog-men the break-in points of thermal water and colder 
karst-water could be spotted. From the direction of the eastward-situated mountain region, an inflow 
of water of 16 °C temperature is localized in the cave of issue. The latter takes up 5 to 10 per cent 
of the total yield.

The thermal water temperature averages +41 °C, nevertheless, it gets cooled to 32 — 25 °C by 
the “ cold-temperature karst-water” inflow mentioned above. This cooler temperature is characteristic 
o f the lake. According to the conclusions drawn from temperature recording, the amount of cool 
water may not exceed 5 to 10 per cent of the gross amount of water recharge to the lake. This value 
equals the yield of some recently discovered secondary springs. Owing to the geological setting, the 
Keszthely Mountains can discharge water in a westward direction, however, the tectonic building 
and the short distance allow only minor decrease in temperature between the main cold-water storage 
system and the Hévíz lake. These waters may be assumed as partial factors of the temperature 
decrease, because the geothermal energy generating the thermal water regime, is acting as deep as
1,000 m below the land surface.

The determine the concerned interaction, it is necessary to make a comparison between water 
yield data. The fall in sjjring discharge is attributable, in our opinion, to three factors:

— absolute natural decrease of yield or seasonal changes in water discharge,
— an uneven accuracy in water discharge measurement,
— changes of discharge due to water production.
The natural changes of water yield are of geological origin. During the Earth's evolution history, 

there are intimations of the lowering of static spring level, in relation with orogenic episodes. At the 
same time, evidence was found of a gradual decrease of the spring discharge in response to time.
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From time to time the sites of issue are also displaced to more and more lower-situated surfaces of 
the present-day mountain setting.

Recognitions by B. D a r n a y  (1947) have been confirmed by our own investigations. Accordingly, 
we can state that there are two separate sites where the thermal water rising to the surface is ev
idenced: proofs of an older rise are found at Biked-tető (+181 m) and, respectively, a younger one is 
shown by Dobogó-tető ( + 150 m). These findings are in favour of our .standpoint saying that the 
concerned thermal water springs rose to surfaces more and more lower-situated parallel with the 
regional uplift.

Moreover, from as early as 1894 (J. Ch o l n o k y , 1918) u j j  to a jjeriod of years 1960/1969, the 
average spring discharge easured at the southern outlet fell from 1.86-106 m3/year back to 
17.2-106 m3 year. This is a reliable datum based on an adequate array of records. The decrease of 
discharge in 70 years, as referred to, can probably be attributed, at least to an extent o f 50 per cent 
to the water consumjjtion of the coal and hydrocarbon mining and of the jiroduction wells set on the 
main karst reservoir system. From the turn of the century, this water use rejiresents an increasing 
rate of consumption.

Regarding the time sjian for which hydrogeological records are available, it is so short in pro
portion to the Earth-historical time scale that it hardly allow to record any measurable decrease 
in natural water yield. At the same time, the loss of geothermal energy wasted by emerging thermal 
waters is surely enormous. To s u j j j j I v  the spring, a considerably lower optimum yield would be suf
ficient. I f the average temjjeratures of air and emerging hot water are taken for + 9.5 °C and + 41 °C, 
resjjectively, then only during this century (75 years) a heat energy of 4.3-1012Kcal has been wasted. 
This equals, for examjjle, the caloricity (81,000 Kcal jjer m3) of 5.3-108 m3 of the natural gas jjroduced 
at Hajdúszoboszló.

Relying ujjon the use of latest technology and supported by significant disposable financial 
means, it is a forthcoming task to secure not the highest but a constant ojjtimum jjroduction of 
water at Hévíz.

Besides the above-mentioned controlling factors, the natural decrease i.e. change o f the spring 
discharge at Hévíz can also be attributed to an “ amjjtying period” that was observed widely in the 
main karst reservoir of the Transdanubian Central Mountains.

The natural spring discharge cannot be measured jjrecisely even at the jjoint of lakewater 
outlet, because of an escajje of water percolating directly from the lake into the Ujjjjer Pannonian 
beds and Pleistocene-Holocene peat swamp contacted. Even if not measurable, the extent of this 
escape is apjjreciable by means of temperature measurements in the nearby ground-water wells. 
On August 7, 1974, when the air temperature was 24 °C, in four wells of Hévíz water temjjeratures 
ranging from 15.2 °C to 21.6 °C were measured as changing in dependence on the distance from the 
lake. Some 0.5 —1.5 km farther on, in wells of Hévízszentandrás and Felsőpáliok, set on the margin 
of the jjeat swamjj field, temperatures not lower than 12.8 to 17.5 °C of water stored in Ujjjjer Pleisto
cene beds, were recorded. At the same time, the average ground-water temperature is 9.5 °C.

The origin of the deficient measuring accuracy is jjurely technical. (The spreading in data from 
a recording based on the use of gauging weirs of diverse profile must not be dealt with here).

Last year, water jjroduction also jjrovoked a fall in sjjring discharge. At Hévíz, 7 wells (with a 
common maximum water-yielding cajjacity of 7.8 m3 jjer minute) have been set immediately on the 
thermal water reservoir system. Their production being intermittent, the respective outjjut is likely 
to be some 1,000 litres per minute. This unsystematic water production might provoke a reduction 
of discharge by more than 1 m3/minute.

Relationship between the thermal spring at Hévíz and the Keszthely Mountains’ karst-water reservoir

Between 1970 and 1974 the yield of the sjjring sujjjjlying the lake of Hévíz fell back ajjproximately 
by 50 jjer cent from 32.64 m3/minute (a 10-year mean) to 16.11 m3/minute, with the omission of some 
minor and short-time fluctuations of discharge. During the same jjeriod of time the water level was 
stagnant or showed only a minimum decline in the karst-water observation wells sunk in the Keszt
hely Mountains’ margin (Fig. 24). The recording done in the centrally situated well Vállus 3 (Büdöskút- 
jjuszta) is considered by us to be most significant (Table 30). Records for the jjeriod examined show 
a decline by only 0.9 m of the karst-water level, whereas the water level in well Hgn 30 lowered by 
25 m. This fact is significative of the relation between the conditions of the lake at Hévíz and the 
water level withdrawal ajjplied by the mining industry at Nyirád (P. M ü l l e r , 1975). Accordingly, 
the Hévíz lake does not bear a jjrovable direct relation to the karst-water held by the Keszthely 
Mountains, even if the relationshijj between karst-water level and spring discharge is resulted by the 
interaction of numerous natural and artificial factors.

Hydrochemical conditions. The chemical comjjosition of the Hévíz thermal spring water lenders 
its origin subjected to many conjectures as reflected in the concerned publications. We should like
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to lay down some statements based upon a comparative chemical study of the two water types 
(whose analytical data are shown in Table 25) :

— the alkali content of the Hévíz spring water is 2.5 times higher than that o f the common 
karst-water ;

— Ca is of equal measure in both water types, while Mg takes a less share in the Hévíz spring;
— at Hévíz, the chloride content (25 mg per litre) by absolute value or according to Than’s 

equivalent, is multiple of that of the pure cold karst-water;
— the hydrogen carbonate content exceeds that measured in the karst-water yielded by Szent 

Mihály spring at Vonyarcvashegy, though the latter displays, at the site of issue cased, a 
comparatively increased amount of hydrogen carbonate.

Radium emanation content derives from the surrounding peat swamp, whereas dispersed sub
stances formed by microscopical particles of pyrite originate from the pyritic concretions of Upper 
Pannonian beds.

In light of the differences enumerated, it may be said that the chemical features of the Keszthely 
Mountains’ karst-waters could be getting similar to those of Hévíz exclusively during a long-distance 
underground flowing through various sedimentary rocks or volcanics, or by communicating with 
“ formation waters” or juvenile waters to a considerable extent. Since the lake-supplying spring 
issues at the margin of the Keszthely Mountains’ main karst reservoir system, the above presumption 
is subject to the condition of a markedly direct communication.

Accordingly, on the basis of evaluation of water discharge, heat capacity and hydrochemical 
features it can be stated that the part played by the Keszthely Mountains in the direct recharge of 
water to the Hévíz spring is subordinate.
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NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE KESZTHELY MOUNTAINS

Exploration stage

An up-to-date economic-geologic almonitoring of a region should be based on a very wide applica
tion of knowledge and tools offered by geonomy. The geological understanding of the region, the 
number and quality of exposures and the quantity of pertinent informations are of great practical 
utility as well as contributing to fundamental economic-geological knowledge. From this angle, 
our records on the Keszthely Mts are poorer than those made in another regions of the Transdanubian 
Central Mountains. Altogether 17 published geological studies contain economic-geological data, 
and 14 reports deal with mineral raw materials regarding this region. No detailed geological map 
has ever been published.

The Keszthely Mountains (150 km2) have been explored by diamond drilling to an extent of 
18 drilled metres per 1 km2, on an average. For older drills of poor informative force and noncoring 
drills, the former proportion is 12 m/km2.

Beside some gravimetric and geomagnetic measurement points belonging to the country-wide 
geophysical traverse system, detailed geophysical survey has also been done. In 1969, a gravimetric 
plus geoelectrical survey was executed in the vicinity of Várvölgy. Thereby the basin floor was 
first sketched up roughly and then in 1970 monitored in more details by seismic and geoelectrical 
measurements in the marginal zones where the basement is encountered within 500 m below the 
ground surface.

Detailed geoelectrical profilage was done in 1971 as related to the engineering-geological mapping. 
These measurements were carried out for outlining the basement relief with related faults buried 
by thinner basin deposits.

Economic mineral deposits

Lignite. No workable energy-bearing materials are known in the region concerned. Lignite seams 
of maximum 0.50 to 0.60 m thickness have developed locally in the Upper Pannonian sequences of 
the following localities: between Vállus and Nemesvita, NW of Nemesvita, SE of Rezi, near Felső- 
páhok and N to NW of Balatonederics.

Peat and swamp earth. As described in the chapter for stratigraphy, peat and swamp earth are 
situated in marginal sags to the Mountains. These deposits represent a potential economic value. 
For example, in zones of agricultural land use and forestry it is urgent to supply nutrients to soils 
deficient in organic substances. Advice is to be given to the agriculturists regarding fertiliser applica
tions by peat and swamp earth to amend plant nutritional deficiencies.

The cardinal qualitative and quantitative features of peats and swamp earths involved are given 
in Table 26.

Pyrite-marcasite. According to petrological and chemical tests and analyses, the .sulphide ore is 
composed exclusively of pyrite and marcasite sharing half-and-half parts (52% and 48%, respectively). 
In silty clays showing a metallic mineral content above 1%, pyrite and marcasite average 3.2 weight 
per cent. Involving some locally developed pyrite-concretional mineralized bodies (averaging 20 — 
25% pyrite and marcasite), their amount is 1.8% per metre regarding the full thickness of deposit. 
Consequently, they do not represent economically exploitable reserves.

Fireclay, colour earth. In the region Cserszegtomaj, between 1955 and 1972, reserves of fireclay 
(282,390 metric tons) and colour earth (165,890 tons) were explored according to C, and C2 categories 
(otherwise, “ proved” to “probable” ). Up to 1972, some 53,020 tons of fireclay and 59,016 tons of 
colour earth were mined exhausting thereby 16 dolines, and a total amount of 112, 150 tons was 
sold. In addition, by the exploration of 17 dolines (by means of drilling and tunnelling), the demon
strated new mineral reserves stand at 336,100 tons. Upon analogies, the predictable reserves of 18 
additional sinkholes reconnoitred by geophysical means or upon surface indications, may come to
320,000 tons.
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By these localities, the following raw materials are to be dealt with: selected high-quality clays, 
selected white clay, refractory clay for stove-lining, heat-insulating stamping stuff, crude yellow- 
earth (“ ochre” ) and yellow-earth mill dust 10/0.

Dolomite. The Carnian-Norian Hauptdolomit, which is the principal mountain-building rock 
here, is a valuable raw material, mainly due its physical structure. The Hauptdolomit has a constant 
chemical and mineralogical composition and it shows widespreadly certain peculiarities such as 
being pulverized, gritted or brecciated. Since the local dolomites are widely liable to friability, the 
main products of quarrying are constituted by detritus of diverse particle size.

D o l o m i t e  p o w d e r  (0.01—0.1 mm) is used for the purposes of the glass-making and cer
amic industry as additive agent, if the total iron content does not exceed 0.2%. When being considered 
for scouring dust-making (VIM, VIMEX, SUPERDOL etc.), the material should contain less than 
1% of silica. Dolomite dust of 0.1— 0.5 mm grain size is used for scratch coat, sprinkled coat and as, 
additive for plastering.

D o l o m i t e  g r i t  (5.0 — 10.0 mm) is applied to cover alleys in parks and for garden-making 
so it has certain importance in the development of the coastal zone of Lake Balaton. With a grain 
size of 10.0 to 22.0 mm, it is good as additive for concrete with plums. Dolomite grit of a particle size 
ranging from 10.0 mm to 40.0 mm can be used as fluxing material in open-hearth furnace.

D o l o m i t e  d e t r i t u s  (40.0 — 120.0 mm) is utilizable as fluxing material and, as unsorted 
breakdown material with pieces over 50.0 mm, it is used for road surfacing and as packing rock.

On an annual average, a production of 500,000 m3 (1,400,000 tons) per year of dolomite is prod
uced and commercialized by farmer’s co-operative-man aged quarrying. The demonstrated dolomite 
reserves of Balatongyörök, Gyenesdiás, Vonyarcvashegy and Cserszegtomaj stood at 149,950,000 
metric tons in 1974.

The dolomite reserves are almost unrestricted, so a proportion of 1:100 is being kept between 
quarrying production and demonstrated stone reserves. A new and hard programme is also to include 
the gradual abandonment of the biggest quarries still being under operation (Vonyarcvashegy, 
Gyenesdiás and Balatongyörök) solicited by the natural environment protection, including the 
search for new stone reserves outside this region (Fig. 27).

Only in the western half of the Mountains, which is free for quarrying, the workable dolomite 
reserves are estimated at 750 million tons. In perspective areas like Cserszegtomaj and Csókakő, 
the exploration of dolomite has beein in progress since 1975. Quarries to be put on these reserves 
outlined by our survey will presumably yield stones of invariably good quality (Tables 27 and 28, 
Fig. 28).

Building-sandstones. At Karmacs, parts of the Upper Pannonian banded to laminated sandstones 
can be used for construction purposes. The pertinent petrological data by averages are shown in 
Table 29.

Samples containing only quarry sap and others under full water absorption were chemically 
analysed in order to establish te water solubility of the carbonate contents (Table 30). Accordingly, 
the CaC03 content was reduced by 4.5 in water. The technological quality of the sandstone in concern 
is shown in Table 31, Figs. 30 and 31.

The lime-cemented, banded or thin-bedded (>  30 mm) sandstone is of good quality and attractive 
as used for walls in high constructions. Laminated to thin-banded varieties (5.0 mm to 30.0 mm) 
with more silicic cement are wanted for “ flat stones” by gardening.

Sandstone is being produced in various quarries. Its wider-scale utilization was started upon 
the results o f the exploration carried out in 1967/1968 on the proposal of the Company for Stone- 
Cuttering and Building Sculpture under the direction of the Hungarian Ministry of Construction 
and Urban Development. Prospectors had reported 18,377,000 tons of workable reserves in two 
areas outlined for quarrying (Fig. 27). The actual production amounts to 20,000 tons/year. Reserves 
are sufficient to meet the demands increased even by an order of magnitude as long as 100 years.
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AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS

From an agrogeological point of view, there are some damaging factors acting in this mountain 
region. The nature of protective measures to be taken against these damages was also a subject 
of our investigations leading to the results summarized hereafter.

Regarding the formation and leaching of humus, the picture is fairly negative. Under natural 
conditions too, the Keszthely Mountains’ soil types contain such populations of micro-organisms, 
which produce materials of metabolism and decay that are unfavourable to the formation o f aggre
gates. Besides this, it is a common peculiarity all over the dolomite lands of the Central Mountains 
that the reproduction of calcium humâtes cannot keep pace with the extent of soil erosion and 
ploughing. This phenomenon can be brought about by the difference in solubility and mobilization 
between dolomites and limestones motivated by differences in chemical and mineralogical character
istics. Another factor is that implied by the comparative poorness in calcium carbonate of the 
dolomitic parent rock. Consequently, a systematic application of chemicals and organic-mineral 
substances (mainly peat) is necessary to correct organic matters content in the soil.

Soil erosion is controlled by various factors. Besides actions related with land surface morphology, 
the limitation of plant life, forest-cutting etc. have immediate damaging aftermaths. The erosion 
of soils on piedmont plains is most widespread and harmful to agriculture. In a lot of sections Early 
Holocene-Holocene soils are covered by Holocene-Late Holocene beds with detritus embedded. 
This detrital accumulation is interpreted to have formed as result of younger tectonic movements, 
however, the role played by torrential waters should also be involved. Up to our days, many steps 
should be taken to minimize the damaging effect of these seasonal downstreams.

According to water holding and transmitting capacity, soils accumulated in the Keszthely Mts 
can be divided into two groups. Considering that the overburden (soil i.e. humus) is generally 
very thin, the water capacity calculated to 1 m thickness reflects the conditions that prevail in 
the underlying rocks. Soils of poor water capacity, resting on rocks of good transmissivity as well 
as dolomite, limestone, gravel etc., can and should have an improvement in this respect by means 
of thick replenishment involving also the spreading out of peat.
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NATURE CONSERVANCY: ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND CONSERVATION

The principal environmental problems in the Keszthely Mountains are presented by quarries 
operated in the southern boundary zone. These stone pits have to be abandoned and quarrying 
must be replaced to other suitable zones. Some kinds of their impact on environmental conditions 
are well known, thus only a few remarks about their geological bearing are to be dealt with in this 
chapter.

In five years subsequent to the dredging in 1969, a 20-cm-thick mud layer was deposited in the 
bay of Balatongyörök—Vonyarcvashegy (Lake Balaton). This mud is composed of silt which is likely 
forming a “ fine-dispersion” sediment containing 17 — 18% dolomite according to DTG analyses. 
The material of this bottom mud deposit in the main had been worn away from rock surfaces broken 
down by quarrying and then by eroding forces and, finally, it was washed into the lake. Environmental 
controls have been taken by the competent authorities regarding the planned giving-up of quarries 
with an undertaking to carry out the necessary rehabilitation of land with terrain corrections by 
replenishment, sloping and afforestation.

As a result of our investigation, it may be mentioned that all the demand for building-stones 
will be met by the production to be started elsewhere. New zones for quarrying had been chosen 
upon the necessary considerations concerning lithology, surface morphology and environment protec
tion, j>rior to the exploration that has already been started.

By the establishment of the Balaton Highland Nature Conservation District, guarantee is given 
that the preservation of natural features of geological interest in the eastern half of this mountain 
region (Bisekő, reef limestones at Ederics, Szobakő cave etc.) will be secured.

In the west, there are land units and forms as well as Várvölgy, Várhegy at Rezi, the Kut cave 
of Cserszegtomaj, the Vadlány cave of Gyenesdiás, the old gravel pit at Egregy and an open pit mine 
in sinkhole with colour earth near Koponár, have been proposed to be protected in harmony with 
the Hungarian Natural Environment Protection Authority.
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I. tábla — Plate I

MICROFACIES TYPES OF THE CARNÍAN CALCAREOUS MARL 
(Szent Miklós spring)

1. Kinőni eloszlású pelites kalcimikrit mátrixban kalcilutit intraklaszt. 55 X , +nikol.
2. Egyenletes eloszlású kalcilutit-pelit, finom diszperz üledékes textúra. 55 X , +nikol.
3. Ortokemikus, közepesen kristályos kalcit-pátit (posztambientális, sugaras továbbnövekedés) erősen pelites 

kalcilutit mátrixban. 55 X , +  nikol.
4. Bioklasztitok kioldott helyén agyagásvány feldúsulások, koagulátumok kalcimikrit mátrixban. 55 X , II nikol.
5. Idiomorf kalcitkristály metszete pelites kaloilutitban. Az alloklasztikus kalcitok mérete 0,006 — 0,02 mm. 

Az agyagásványok eloszlása egyenetlen, helyenként gömbösen dúsulnak. 55 X , II nikol.
6. Finom kristályos, ortokemikus kalcitgócok pelites kalcilutit mátrixban. Az agyagásványok és a karbonátok 

eloszlása irányítatlan, egyenetlen. 120 X , II nikol.

A KARNI MÉSZMÁRGA MIKROFÁCIESE
(Szent Miklós-forrás)

*  *  *

1. Calcilutite intraclast in finely dispersed argillaceous calcimicrite matrix. X 55, +  N.
2. Calcilutite-clay showing a texture by homogeneously distributed fine particles. X 55, + N .
3. Orthochemical, medium-crystalline calci-sparite (showing post-ambiental, radial growth) set in markedly 

argillaceous calcilutite matrix. X 55, +  N.
4. Clay mineral accumulations in calcimicrite, with coagulates filling the voids left after bioclasts leached away. 

X 55, II N.
5. Idiomorphic calcite crystal in argillaceous calcilutite. Alloclastic calcite grains ranging in size from 0.006 to 

0.02 mm. The distribution of clay minerals is not uniform and even some spherical accumulations are seen. 
X 55, II N.

6. Fine-crystalline, orthochemical calcite aggregates in argillaceous calcilutite matrix. The distribution of clay 
minerals and carbonate particles is unoriented and uneven. X 120, II N.
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MICROFACIES TYPES OF THE CARNIAN CALCAREOUS MARL  
(Szent Miklós spring)

1 — 2. Finom kristályos kalcimikrit és közepes, ill. finom kalcilutit alapanyagban egyenletes eloszlásban helyez
kednek el az agyagásványok, mintegy 15 — 50 p nagyságú aggregátumot alkotva. Helyenként egy-egy allo- 
kalsztikus, finom kalkarenit szemcse látható a csiszolatban. 200 X , +nikol.

3 — 4. Foraminiferák lutitos kalcimikritben, melynek uralkodó szemcsenagysága 5 — 15 p. Fénymikroszkópos 
vizsgálattal nem különíthetők el a kalcit, ill. dolomit anyagú mikritek és lutitok. Jellegzetes az irányítatlan 
textúra.

*  *  *

1 — 2. Aggregates (ranging in diameter from 15 to 50 p) of homogeneously distributed clay minerals set in fine cal- 
cimicrite and medium-to-fine-grained calcilutite. Some alloclastic fine grains of calcarenite are also seen. 
X 200, +  N.

3 — 4. Foraminifers in calcilutite — calcimicrite (ranging in grain size from 5 to 15 p). Calcitic and dolomitic micrite 
and lutite cannot be distinguished under optical microscope. Note the chaxacteristically unoriented texture.

II. tábla — Plate II

A KARNI MÉSZMÁRGA MIKROFÁCIESE
(Szent Miklós-forrás)
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ELECTROMICROGRAPHS OF THE CARNI AN CALCAREOUS MARL
(Szent Miklós spring)

1 — 4. A kőzet zömét alkotó karbonátanyag különböző szemcsenagyságú, osztályozatlan, alloklasztikus kaiéit - 
szemcsékből áll. Idiomorf, ortokemikus eredetű kalcitkristály elvétve fordul elő. A  textúra irányítatlan. 
A szemcsék egyenetlen, éles határa, hézagmentes, szoros illeszkedése jellemző a kőzetre. — A  felvételek 
JEM 100 [X típusú transzmissziós elektronmikroszkóppal, 8 K V  gyorsító feszültséggel, Gevaert Scientia 
23 D 50 lemezre készültek. A  kőzet felületére kb. 10~5 Hg mm-es vákuumban 50 ix vastag szénréteget páro
logtattak. A  replika felvételeket I b r á n y i n é  Á r k o s i  K . készítette.

5 — 6. A kőzet agyagásványainak zöme tömör aggregátumokat alkot, törmelékes (szabálytalan alakú), vékony 
lemezes, montmorillonit típusú. A  szemcsék mérete változó. A  hexagonális, viszonylag ép, kis méretű 
kaolinit lemezkék jól elkülöníthetők. A  kőzetben néhány tűs, léces, valószínűleg illit típusú agyagásvány is 
előfordul. — A kőzet agyagásvány frakciójából készült szuszjienzió beszárítása után, 15°-os szögben, vákuum
ban, palládiummal való legőzölés, leárnyékolás után készültek a felvételek, az előzőekben megadott műszaki 
paraméterek mellett. A felvételeket I b r á n y i n é  Á r k o s i  K. készítette.

*  *  *

1 — 4. The main-constituent carbonate matter is made up of alloclastic, unsorted calcite grains. Idiomorphic, 
orthochemical calcite crystals are rare. The rock texture is unoriented, the grains show irregular and sharp 
boundaries and they are closely packed. — Micrographs made with transmission electron microscope type 
JEM 100 (X, at an acceleration voltage 8 KV, on plate Gevaert Scientia 23 D 50, with the apjilication of a 
50 [X-eoat of carbon desiccated at the surface of specimen under vacuum pressure of about 10-0 mm Hg. 
Photo K . I b r á n y i -Á r k o s i .

5 — 6. Clay minerals in the main show irregular forms and thin laminae indicative of montmorillonite, grouping 
into compact aggregates. The particle size distribution is varied. Comparatively intact, small-size and 
hexagonal laminae of kaolinite can readily be distinguished. There are some needle-shaped or lamellar clay 
minerals, probably of illite type. For technical details, see explanations to 1 — 4. Electromicrographs on 
the clay fraction were made after the desiccation of the suspension, at 15° angle, applying vacuum treatment 
by steaming out palladium, and screening.
Photo K . I b r á n y i -Á r k o s i .

III. tábla — Plate III

A KARNI MÉSZMÁRGA ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELEI
(Szent Miklós-forrás)
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BALATONEDERICSI MÉSZKŐ 
(Ederics-hegy)

THE BALATONEDERICS LIMESTONE 
(Ederics-hegy)

1 — 2. Mészszivacsot, mészalgát, Bryozoát tartalmazó zátonymészkő kipreparálódott felszíne (központi zátonytest)
3. Atkristályosodott koralltelep keresztmetszete (központi zátonytest)

* * *

1 — 2. Weathered surface of reef limestone containing calcareous sponges and algae, moreover bryozoans (central 
reef body)

3. Cross-section of recrystallized coral colony (central reef body)

IV. tábla -  Plate IV
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V. tábla — Plate V

A BALATONEDERICSI MÉSZKŐ MIKROFÁCIESE  
(Ederics-hegy)

MICROFACIES TYPES OF THE RALA TONEOER TCS LIMESTONE
(Ederics-hegy)

1. Hydrozoa maradvány finom kalcilutit vagy kalcimikrit kitöltéssel (központi zátonytest). 24 X
2. Globochaete alpina L ombard (központi zátonytest). 17 X
3. Trochammina aff. almtalensis K o e h n -Z a n i n e t t i . Bázismetszet. 75 X
4. Mészalga metszet algadetrituszos környezetben. Biopátit, biomikrit a központi zátony testből. 24 X
5. Kalcimikrites mátrixban algaszkeletek és pelletek (zátony mögötti terület). 75 X
6. Biopátit és biokalkarenit kalcimikrites mátrixban. 75 X

7 — 9. Mollusca, tüskésbőrű, alga, korall, Bryozoa, Hydrozoa stb. maradványokból álló bioklasztit kalcimikrit 
mátrixban. Helyenként — átkristályosodás révén — tovább nőtt kaiéit látható. 55 X

* * *

1. Hydrozoa skeleton filled with calcilutite or calcimicrite (central reef body). X24
2. Globochaete alpina L o m b a r d  (central reef body). X 17
3. Trochammina aff. almtalensis K o e h n -Z a n i n e t t i . Basal section. X 75
4. Calcareous alga in algal detritus. Biosparite and biomicrite from the central reef body. X 24
5. Matrix of calcimicrite with skeletons and pellet of algae contained (back-reef zone). X 75
6. Organic spari te and calcarenite with calcimicritic matrix. X 75

7 — 9. Bioclastite in calcimicritic matrix containing molluscan fragments, echinoderm debris and other constituents 
from algae to corals, bryozoans, hydrozoans etc. Note calcite grains overgrown by recrystallization. X 55
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A BALATONEDERICSI MÉSZKŐ MIKROFÁCIESE 
(Ederics-hegy)

MICROFACIES TYPES OF THE BALATONEDERICS LIMESTONE
(Ederics-hegy)

1. Ophtalmidium sp. biopátitos környezetben (zátony mögötti fácies). 72 X
2. Glomospira sp. biomikrites környezetben (zátony mögötti fácies). 75 X
3. Gyroporella verticillata K a m p t n e r  (zátony mögötti fácies). 24 X
4. Acicullella sp. átkristályosodott algadetritusz mikrites környezetben (zátony mögötti fácies). 75 X
5. Oberhauserella sp. biokalkarenites környezetben (zátony mögötti fácies). 75 X
6. Frondicularia bryzaeformis (Born) biokalkarenites környezetben (zátony mögötti fácies). 75 X
7. Trochammina almtalensis K o e h n - Z a n i n e t t i . Oldalnézet. 75 X
8. Schmidita inflata Fuchs biokalciruditban, ill. biopátitban. Felülnézetben (8) és oldalnézetben (9). 105 X

*  *  *

1. Ophtalmidium sp. in biosparite (back-reef facies). X 72
2. Glomospira sp. in biomicrite (back-reef facies). X 75
3. Gyroporella verticillata K amptner (baek-reef facies). X 24
4. Acicullella sp. in re-crystallized alga-detrital micrite (back-reef facies). x75
5. - Oberhauserella sp. in organic calcarenite (back-reef fácies). X75
6. Frondicularia bryzaeformis ( B o r n ) in  o r g a n ic  ca lc a r e n ite  (b a c k -r e e f  fa c ie s ) . X 75
7. Trochammina almtalensis K o e h n - Z a n i n e t t i . Profile view. X 75
8. Schmidita inflata F u c h s  in organic calcirudite i.e. biosparite. A view from above (8) and profile view (9). 

X 105

VI. tábla -  Plate VI
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VII. tábla -  Plate VII

A K A R N l FŐDOLOMIT KŐZETSZÖVETI JELLEGEI 
(Vállus 3. sz. fúrás)

TEXTU R AL FEATURES OF THE CARNIAN HAUPTDOLOMIT  
(borehole Vállus 3)

1. Az anhedrális, afenokristályos és nagyon finom kristályos (max. 6 f i)  dolomikrit éles határral érintkezik a köze
pesen kristályos, euhedrális, mozaikszövetű dolomikrittel. 50 X , II nikol.

2. Irányított textúrájú dolomikrit. 50 X , -f- nikol.
3. Egyenletes szövetű, finom kristályos (10— 15 p) euhedra dolomikrit. 50 X , +  nikol.
4. Bioklasztit dolomikrites környezetben. 50 X , +  nikol.
5. Közepesen kristályos (50 p) euhedra dolomikropátit. 50 X , +  nikol.
6. Anhedrális, afenokristályos dolomit és finom kristályos, szubhedrális dolomikrit érintkezése. 50 X , +  nikol.
7. Biopátitos dolomikrit. 50 X , +  nikol.
8. Intradolopátit. 50 X , II nikol.

* * *

1. Anhedral aphenocrystal and very fine-grained (max. 5 p) crystalline dolomicrite distinguishable by sharp 
boundaries in medium-crystalline, euhedral, mosaic-textural dolomicrite. X 50, II N.

2. Dolomicrite with oriented texture. X  50, + N .
3. Fine-grained (10— 15 p) crystalline, euhedral dolomicrite showing homogeneously distributed particles. X 50, 

+  N.
4. Bioclastite in dolomicrite. X  50, + N .
5. Medium-crystalline (50 p) euhedral dolomicrosj^arite. x50 , + N .
6. Anhedral, aphenocrystalline dolomite contacting fine-grained crystalline, subhedral dolomicrite. X 50, + N .
7. Biosparitic dolomicrite. X 50, +  N.
8. Intra-dolosparite. x50 , II N.
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VIII. tábla -  Plate VIII

A K A R N I FŐDOLOMIT MIKROLITOFÁCIESE  
(Vállus 3. sz. fúrás)

MICRO-LITHOFACIES OF THE CARNIAN HAUPTDOLOMIT 
(borehole Vállus 3)

1 — 8. Az afenokristályos és igen finom kristályos dolomikrit mátrixban jól látszanak az intrapátitként jelentkező 
finom kristályos dolomikritszemcsék és a nagyobb méretű intraklasztok, amelyek szintén magasabb kristá
lyosodási fokon vannak, mint a kötőanyag. Az intraklasztációs folyamat révén a mátrixban az intrapátit 
szemcsék nem távolodtak túlzottan el egymástól, a peremi részeiken az egykor összefüggő felületek felis
merhetők. A szövetek az autigénbreccsiás makrostruktúrájú kőzetre jellemzők. A kötőanyag és a törmelék 
kristályszemeséinek kontúrja kissé különböző. Az előző főleg euhedrális, míg a klasztos szemcsékben a kris
tályok szubhedrális, részben euhedrális kontúrúak. Az itt bemutatott szöveti jellegek bizonyítják, hogy az 
autigénbreccsiásodás során, az ambientális fázisban, geológiailag is számottevő időkülönbség volt arra, 
hogy a felszakadozó géles üledék és a közéje folyó fiatalabb, lágyabb üledék két kristályos dolomitgenerációt 
alkosson. 50 X , +  nikol.

* * *

1—8. In the aphenocrystalline and very finely crystalline matrix of dolomicrite, intraspurite consisting of fine
grained dolomicrite and larger intraclasts also of a higher-grade crystallinity with regard to the matrix, are 
seen. Owing to the process of intraclastite formation, the intrasparitic grains are not overseparated, and 
even their margins show evidence of a former connection. The above-treated textural peculiarities are indi
cative of intraformational breccias. The grain contours in matrix differ from those of the detritus; the 
former are mainly euhedral and the latter subhedral, partly euhedral. These textural features suggest that 
during intraformational brecciation, in the ambiental phase the younger and softer sedimentary material 
must have flowed into the cracks formed by the stirring up of a jelly-like sediment creating thereby two 
generations of crystalline dolomite. X 50, +  N.
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IX . tábla — Plate IX

A K AR N I FŐDOLOM1T M1KROFÁCIESEI 
(Vállus 3. sz. fúrás)

MICROFACIES OF THE CARN1AN HAUPTDOLOMIT 
(borehole Vállus 3)

1. Pszeduoolitok dolomikritben (36,0 méterből). 50 X , II nikol.
2. Erősen agyagásványos, afenokristályos pszeudoolitok dolomikritben (105,0 m méterből). 50x, II nikol.
3. Dolomit-, ill. agyagásványtartalmú afenokristályos pszeudoolitok finomkristályos dolomitban (26,0 méter

ből).
4 — 5. Biomikrites dolomit (147,0— 150,0 méterközből). 5 0 X , II nikol.
6 — 8. Pszeudoolitok biopátitos dolomitban (260,0 — 267,0 méterközből). 50x, II nikol.

* * *

1. Pseudo-ooliths in dolomicrite (36.0 m of depth). X50, II N.
2. Markedly argillaceous, aphenocrystalline pseudo-ooliths in dolomicrite (105.0 m). X  50, II. N.
3. Dolomite-bearing or argillaceous, aphenocrystalline pseudo-ooliths in finely crystalline dolomite (26.0 m). 

4 — 5. Biomicritic dolomite (147.0— 150.0 m). X50, II N.
6 — 8. Pseudo-ooliths in biosparitic dolomite (260.0 — 267.0 m). X  50, II N.
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A K A R N I FŐDOLOMIT M IK R OBIOFÁCIESE1 
(Vállus 3. sz. fúrás, 46 — 210 méterközből)

MICRO-BIOFACIES OF THE CARN I AN HAUPTDOLOMIT  
(borehole Vállas 3, depth interval of 46 — 216 m)

1 — 8. Algás, foraminiferás, mészszivacsos, holothuroideás bioklasztit (extrabiopátit és extrabionlikrit). Az ős
maradványok anyaga főleg kaiéit, aragonit. Erősen eltérnek a tiszta dolomikrites környezettől. Az algákon 
utólagos oldódás és kisebb átkristályosodás jelei mutatkoznak. 50x, 1. és 8. kép +  nikollal, 2 — 7. képek 
II nikollal készültek.

*  *  *

1 — 8. Algal, forain inifei al, calcareous, sponge and Holothuroidea-bearing bioclastite (extra-biosparite and extra- 
biomicrite). The skeletons are composed largely of calcite and aragonite. Note the marked difference 
from pure dolomicrite. Algae show solution marks and, to a minor extent, traces of re-crystallization. X 50, 
+  N for 1 and 8, II N for 2 to 7.

X . tábla — Plate X
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A KARNI FŐDOLOMIT MAKROSZÖVETI JELLEGEI 
(Vállas 3. sz. fúrás)

MEGASCOPICAL TEXTU R E FEATURES OF THE CARNÍAN HAUPTDOLOMIT
(borehole Vállas 3)

1. Kissé breccsiás, sejtüreges, másodlagos porozitású, tömött, szürke dolomit. (134,2 méterből.)
2. Világosszürke, tömött dolomit, helyenként vékonyhéjú Mollusca héj töredékkel. (147,7 méterből.)

3 — 4. Stromatolites dolomit. Algaszőnyeget és annak felszakadozott darabjait tartalmazó bioklasztit. A 3. képen 
jól kivehetők a tipikus „madárszemek” (bird’s eyes). (205,0 és 209,0 méterből.)

5. Tömött, szürkésfehér, igen finomszemcsés dolomit. (168,6 méterből.)
6. Kissé repedezett, kalcitos repedéskitöltésű, szürkésfehér, tömött dolomit. (246,0 méterből.)

* * *

1. Slightly brecciated, cellular (secondary porosity), compact, grey-coloured dolomite (134.2 m).
2. Light-grey, compact dolomite, sporadically with thin molluscan shells (147.7 m).

3 — 4. Dolomitic stromatolite. Bioclastite showing algal mats and their disrupted fragments. Note the typical 
“ bird’s eyes” in figure X I /3 . (205.0 and 209.0 m).

5. Compact, greyish-white-coloured, fine-grained dolomite (168.6 m).
6. Compact, greyish-white dolomite showing a few cracks with calcite infilling (246.0 m).

X I. tábla — Plate XI
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AUTIGÉNBRECCSIÁSODÁS A K A R N I FŐDOLOMITBAN  
(Vállus 3. sz. fúrás)

INTRAFORM ATIONAL BRECCIATION IN  THE CARNIAN HAUPTDOLOMIT
(borehole Vállus 3)

XII. tábla -  Plate X II

1 — 6. A különböző mértékű autigénbreccsiásodás eredményeként létrejött kőzettípusok felületi csiszolatai. — 
Az ambientális fázisban a félig konszolidálódott üledék felszakadozik és az egyes darabok közé fiatalabb, 
lágyabb üledék folyik be.

* * *

1 — 6. Polished sections of various samples of rocks produced by intraformational brecciation. — The result of 
precipitation of younger and softer sediment in disruption cracks of semi-consolidated sedimentary material 
during ambiental phase is appreciable.
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SPOROMORPHÁK A K AR N I FŐDOLOMIT RÉTEGEI KÖZÉ TELEPÜLT AGYAGBÓL
(Vállus 3. fúrás, 400,0 m)

SPOROMORPHAE FROM CLAY BED INTERCALATED IN THE CARNIAN HAUPTDOLOMIT
(borehole Vállus 3, 490.0 m)

XIII. tábla -  Plate XIII

1. Inaperturopollenites sp.
2. Ginkgocycadophytus sp.
3. Ephedripites sp.
4. Porcellispora sp.
5. Ballosporites hians Mahler
6. Paracirculina sp.
7. Zonotriletes Form a I.
8. Enzonalasporites sp.
9. Monoletes (?) indet.

10. Krausellisporites dentatus Leschik
11. P  atinasporites densus Leschik
12. Styxisporites cooksonae K laus
13. Camarozonosporites rudis (Leschik) K laus
14. Tuberculatisporites hebes Leschik
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XIV. tábla -  Plate XIV

SPOROMORPHÁK А К  AR N I FŐDOLOMIT RÉTEGEI KÖZÉ TELEPÜLT AGYAGBÓL
(Vállus 3. sz. fúrás, 490,0 m)

SPOROMORPHAE FROM CLAY BED INTERCALATED IN THE CARNIAN HAUPTDOLOMIT
(borehole Vállus 3, 490.0 m)

1. lietitriletes sp.
2. Toroisporis auritorus R einh ,
3. Porcellispora longdonensis (Clarke) Scheuring

4. Foveosporites sp.
5. Paraconcavisporites lunzensis K laus
6. Ovalipollis ovalis K rutzsch
7. Sporites indet.
8. Micrhystridium  sp.
9. Aratisporites sp.

10. Gyclina sp.
11. Porcellispora sp.
12. Patinasporites sp.
13. Aulisporites astigmosus (Leschik) K laus
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XV. tábla -  Plate X V

1 — 4. Aprózódó, gyüredezett, tektonizált karni fődolomit feltárásai a vállus— balatongyöröki erdészeti út mentén.
5. Rétegzett karni fődolomit Büdöskút-pusztától délre, az erdészeti út mentén. 5— 10 om-es rétegek válta

koznak 40 — 50 cm vastag padokkal.
ti— 7. Közvetlen egymás mellett a vastagpados karni fődolomitból kimálló tömbök és a vékonyréteges, tektonizált 

dolomit a vállus—balatongyöröki erdészeti út mentén.
8. A Bisekő meredeken álló, vastagpados fődolomit rétegfeje.

* * *

1 — 4. Outcrops of faulted Carnian Hauptdolomit showing gritty weathering and minor folds along the forest 
way Vállus —Balatongyörök.

5. View of stratified Carnian Hauptdolomit along the forest way running south of Büdöskút-puszta. it is com
posed of strata 5 to 10 cm thick alternating with beds ranging in thickness from 40 to 50 cm.

6— 7. Thick-bedded Carnian Hauptdolomit, showing bloeky weathering, set beside thin-bedded faulted dolomite.
8. Foreset of thick-bedded Hauptdolomit dipping at high angles at Bisekő.
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1 — 6. A  karni fődolomit erősen aprózódó változatait fejtő kőbányák a hegység déli peremén, Balatongyörök, 
Vonyarcvashegy, Gyenesdiás határában. A  környezetvédelmi szempontból leállítandó kőfejtők rendkívül 
nagy feltárásaiban a fődolomit települési, tektonikai és strukturális viszonyai jól tanulmányozhatók.

I — 6. Quarries in Carnian Hauptdolomit being under breaking down by eroding forces in the southern boundary 
zone of the Keszthely Mountains near Balatongyörök, Vonyarcvashegy and Gyenesdiás. Features such as 
mode of occurrence, physical rock structure and tectonic displacements can readily be studied in these 
quarries that must be abandoned for reasons by natural environment protection.

XVI. tábla -  Plate XVI
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X V II. tábla -  Plate XVII

A NÓRÍ FŐDOLOMIT MEGALO ОШ  FAUNÁJA  
[a Dobogó-tetőről (1 — 4., 8 — 9.) és a Biked-tetőről (б — 7.)]

MEGA LOI HINTS OF1 THE NORIAN HAUPTDOLOMIT  
(Dobogó-tető: 1 — 4, 8 — 9 and Biked-tető: 5— 7)

1 — 4. Dicerocardium curionii Stopp.
5 — 6. Megalodus seccoi Par .
7 — 9. Dicerocardium curionii Stopp.

Darnai-Dornyai B. gyűjtése, det. V éghné N eubrandt E, —Collected by В. Darnai-D ornyai and deter
mined by E. V égh-Neubrandt
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XVIII. tábla -  Plate XVIII

К AKTI KORÚ RÉTEGES, SZARUKÖVES, H ELYEN K ÉN T MÁRGÁS KÜLLEM Ű DOLOMIT
VÉKONYCSISZOLATAI 

(Rezi, akasztódombi kőfejtő)

THIN SECTIONS OF STRATIFIED,
CHERT Y, AT PLACES M ARL-LIKE RHAETIC DOLOMITE 

(Rezi, Akasztódomb quarry)

I —9. A  kőzet irányítatlan textúrájú, finom szemcséjű és nagyon finom szemcséjű dololutitból áll (4 — 62 p 0 ). 
Helyenként mozaikszerkezetű, gócokban jelentkező dolomikritet (5. kép) találni a kőzetben. A  márgás 
küllemnek tehát mikroszerkezeti és genetikai okai vannak. Az 5 p-nál kisebb agyagásvány szemcsék igen 
egyenletes eloszlásúnk. Bioklasztitot még biomikrit formájában sem találtunk a csiszolatokban. Helyenként 
átkristályosodási mozaik jelentkezik anhedrális szemcsekontúrral. Összegezve: a kőzet — a csiszolatok 
alapján — mikrokristályos, allokemikus dolomitnak minősíthető. 7 2 x , -fnikol.

*  *  *

1 — 9. Rocks consisting of finely to very finely grained dololutite (4— 62 p) showing unoriented texture and con
taining aggregates of mosaic-structural dolomierite (5). Its marl-like appearanсe is due to micro-structural 
and genetic reasons. Clay mineral particles smaller than 5 p are homogeneously distributed. There are no 
bioclasts even in the form of biomicrite. Mosaic structures with anhedral grain contours indicative of re- 
crystallization are also recognizable. On the basis of thin section study, the rock may be taken for allochemical 
dolomite. X  72, + N .
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X IX . tábla -  Plate X IX

A RAETI K O RÚ  MÉSZKŐLENCSÉS, RÉTEGES DOLOMIT MOLLUSCA FAUNÁJA
(Rezi, akasztódombi kőfejtő)

MOLLUSCAN FAUNA FROM BEDDED RHAETIC DOLOMITE CONTAINING LIMESTONE LENSES
(Rezi, Akasztódomb quarry)

1—2. Promathildia winkleri K l i p s t e i n . 4,5 X
3. Promathildia winkleri K l i p s t e i n . 10 X
4. Promathildia subnodosa M ü n s t . 10 X
5. Promathildia sp. 20 x
6. Undularia scalata S c ii l o t h . 1,5 X
7. Zygopleura obliquescostata B b o n n . 10 x

8 — 9. Pseudocry salis cf. stotteri depressa K i t t l . 10 X 
10. Coelostylina karreri K i t t l . 10 x  

11 — 12. Coelostylina conica MÜNST. S x  
13. Loxonema sp. 10 x
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X X . tábla -  Plate X X

A KAETI KORÚ MÉSZKŐLENCSÉS, RÉTEGES DOLOMIT MOLLUSCA FAUNÁJA. 10 X
(Rezi, akasztódombi kőfejtő)

MOLLUSCAN FAUNA FROM BEDDED R HAETIC DOLOMITE CONTAINING LIMESTONE LENSES
(Rezi, Akasztódomb quarry)

1. Neritaria plicatilis K lipstein
2. Euomphalus cassianus K oken 
II. Coelostylina karreri K ittl

4 — 5. Dentalium undulatum Münst.
6. Serpula sp.
7. Dentalium undulatum Münst. 

8 — 9. Cardita sp.
10. Modiola sp.

11 — 12. Cardita sp.
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X X I. tábla -  Plate X X I

ELECTROMICROGRAPHS OF THE W H ITE KAOLINITIC CLAY
(Cserszegtonmj)

1., IS., 5., 6. A kőzet szubmikroszkópos üledékszerkezeti struktúrája a lemezes agyagás vány szemcsék vízi leüle
pedésére utaló elrendeződését mutatja. Jól kivehetők a finoman diszperz üledékben az 1 fz körüli karconátok 
és egy több fi, nagyságú kvarcszemcse is felismerhető (II. kép). Atnövéses kristályalakzatok, ortokemikus jellegek 
nem észlelhetők. — A felvételek a 111. tábla 1 — 4. képeivel azonos műszaki paraméterek mellett készültek.

2., 4. A vízi leülepedésre utaló koagulátumok mérete sem sokkal haladja meg a néhány fz-t (2. kép). A főleg kaolinit 
típusú agyagásvány-szemcsék nagyrészt közel azonos méretűek, közepesen ép kontúrnak, kis mértékű kioldást 
és törmelékesedést mutatnak. — A felvételek a IJ  I. tábla 5 —ö. képeivel azonos műszaki paraméterek mellett 
készültek.

A FEHÉR KAOLIN ITES AGYAG ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELE]
(Cserszegtonmj)

1, I], 5 and 6. Photographs showing sub-microscopical sedimentary structure formed by the deposition in water 
of the laminae of clay minerals. J n the finely dispersed material carbonate grains (about 1 fz) and quartz particles 
(a few (z) are distinguished (3). No crystals with growth or orthochemical features are recognizable. — For 
technical details, see Table III : 1 — 4.

2 and 4. Coagulated aggregates of clay minerals do not exceed a few jz (2) ; some grains, mainly of kaolinite, show 
nearly the same thicknesses, fairly intact contours, weak traces of solution and friability. — For technical 
details, see Table II 1: 5 — 6.
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ELECTROMICROGR APHS OF OCHRE-COLOURED KAOLINIT ГС CLAY
(Cserszegtomaj )

1., 8. A rendszertelenül elhelyezkedő agyagásvány kristályok között néhány 0 ,1— 0,2 pi nagyságú tűs kristály
látható — főleg a kaolinitlemezek peremén — utólagos kiválásként. — A felvételek a 111. tábla 1—4. képeivel 
azonos műszaki paraméterek mellett készültek.

2., 4. A  hatszögletű, 0,4— 1,1 pi átmérőjű, többé-kevésbé ép kontúréi kaolinit lemezek mellett 0,1 — 0,3 pi átmérőjű
montmorillonit kristályok helyezkednek el. — A felvételek a III. tábla 5 — 6. képeivel azonos műszaki para
méterek mellett készültek.

* * *

1 and 8. Some epigenetic needle-shaped crystals (0.1—0.2 pi) formed mainly at the edge of kaolinite laminae are
seen in a substance of irregularly distributed clay minerals. — For technical details, see Table II I : 1 —4.

2 and 4. More or less intact hexagonal laminae of kaolinite (0.4— 1.1 pi) together with montmorillonite crystals
ranging in size from 0.1 to 0.3 li. — For technical details, see Table III: 5 — 6.

X X II. tábla -  Plate X X II

AZ OKKERSÁRGA К ДО UNITES AGYAG ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELE
(Cserszegtomaj )
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X X III. tábla -  Plate X X III

ELECTROMICROGRAPHS OF VIOLET-REDDISH KAOLINITIC CLAY
(Cserszegtomaj )

1., 3., 5. Két különböző méretű hexagonális agyagásvány lemezek vannak ebben a kőzetváltozatban is. Az aggre
gátumokat felépítő lemezes kristályok rendszertelenül helyezkednek el, s kizárólag a 001 lap szerint illeszked
nek. — A  felvételek a III. tábla 5 — 6. képeivel azonos műszaki paraméterek mellett készültek.

2., 4., 6. Az agyagásvány-lemezek elhelyezkedésében bizonyos rendezettség mutatkozik, ez a felületre való leüle
pedéskor a minimális vízmozgást jelzi (főleg a 4. képen). A másodlagosan képződött hidrargillit, ill. gibbsit 
tűk gócokba csoportosulnak (2. kép). — A felvételek a III. tábla 1 — 4. képeivel azonos műszaki paraméterek 
mellett készültek.

5Ц *  *

1, 3 and 5. Photomicrograph of rock which is composed of hexagonal laminae of clay minerals showing two distin
guishable categories of size. Aggregates are made up of irregularly distributed laminae of crystals which are 
related one to another according to the face (001). — For technical details, see Table III : 5 — 6.

2, 4 and 6. Lamine of clay minerals showing a certain trend of arrangement which may be indicative of very 
moderate water movement during deposition (shown mainly by fig. 4). Needles of secondary hydrargillite and 

gibbsite form aggregates (2). — For technical details, see Table III : 1 — 4.

A LILÁSVÖRÖS KAOLINITES AGYAG ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELEI
(Cserszegtomaj)
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A K A O LIN ]TES AGYAG NANNOPLANKTON EGYÜTTESE
(Koponár)

:i000 X

NANOPLANCTONIC FOSSIL ASSEMBLAGE FROM THE KAOLINITIC CLAY
(Koponár)

1 — 9. Gyclicargolithus floridanus (Roth et H a y ). 1, 2, 3 — 9. +nikol, 2b Jl nikol.
10— 11. Gyclicargolithus sp. +  nikol.

12. Helicopontosphaera of. euphratis (Ha y ). +  nikol.
13. Zygrhablithus bijugatus (D e f l .). 13a +  nikol, 13b [I nikol.
14. Discoaster barbadiensis Tan

15 — 19. Coccolithus pelagicus (W a l l i c h ). 15., 17a, 18a, 19. +  nikol, 16., 17b, 18b II nikol.
20. Gyclicargolithus abisectus (M ü l l e r ). +  nikol.

X X IV . tábla -  Plate X X IV
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X X V . tábla -  Plate X X V

A KAOLINITES AG YAG NANNOPLANKTON EGYÜTTESE
(Koponár)

3000 X

NANOPLANCTONIC FOSSIL ASSEMBLAGE FROM THE KAOLINITIC CLAY
(Koponár)

1 — 2. Reticulofenestra sp. la, 2 a n ik o l, lb, 2b II nikol.
3. Cyclococcolithina form osa  (K amptner). 3a II nikol, 3b +  nikol.
4. Reticulofenestra cf. lockeri Müller. +  nikol.
5. Sphenolithus furcatolithoides Looker. +  nikol.

6 — 8. Reticulofenestra bisecta (H ay  et al.). +nikol.
9— 11. Sphentolithus moriformis (Brönn. et Strander). 9a, 10a, l la  +  nikol; 9d, 10b II nikol; 9b, lOd hossz- 

tengelye 45° szögben áll a II nikolokkal; 9c, 10c, lib  hossztengelye 45° szögben áll a +nikolokkal. 
12. Sphenolithus furcatolithoides Locker. II, + ,  és 45° szögben álló nikolokkal.

13 — 15. Sphenolithus moriformis (Brönn. et Strander). 14a -f nikol ; 13, 14b hossztengelye 45° szögben áll a 
II nikolokkal; 14c, 15 hossztengelye 45° szögben áll a +  nikolokkal.

16. Lanternithus minuthus ? S t r a n d e r . +  nikol.
17. Sphenolithus pseudoradians Braml. et W iL O . 17a +  nikol; 17b hossztengelye 45° szögben áll a +  

nikolokkal
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A CONGERIA UNGULA CAPRAE SZINT 
(Kh. 9. sz. fúrás, 77 m)

THE CONGERIA UNGULA CAPRAE HORIZON  
(borehole Kh 9, 77 m)

1—4. Alloklasztikus kalcimikrit, bioklasztit, kaolinit típusú agyagásványok és hintett ortokémikus pirít alkotja a 
szürke, agyagos mészkövet. 60 X , II nikol.

5. Bemosott Foraminiferák és Ostracoda metszetek a mészkőben. 60 X , II nikol.
6. Helyenként nagyobb méretű, szabályos kristályokat alkotó pirít képződött a mészkőben. 60 X , II nikol. 

7 — 8. Bioklasztikumok, bemosott algadetritusz és Ostracoda maradvány a mészkőben. 60 X , II nikol.

* * *

1 — 4. Grey-coloured argillaceous limestone consisting of alloclastic calcimicrite, bioclasts, kaolinite-type clay 
minerals and disseminated orthochemical pyrites. X 60, II N.

5. Derive forarninifers and ostracods in limestone. X 60, II N.
6. Individual well-developed crystals, some of a larger size, formed in limestone. X 60, II N.

7 — 8. Bioclasts by derived algal detritus and ostracods in limestone. X 60, II N.

X X V I. tábla -  Plate X X V I
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X X V II. tábla -  Plate X X V II

A FELSŐ-PANNÓNIAI ALAPBRECCSIA FELTÁRÁSA  
(Gyenesdiás)

UPPER IJANNONIAN BASAL BRECCIA 
(Gyenesdiás)

1. A Boldogasszony kápolnánál közvetlenül a karni fődolomitra települő durva dolomittörmelék felfelé finomodó, 
ugyancsak monomikt breccsiába megy át.

2. A Vadleány-barlangban a dolomittörmelék-szemcsék 10 — 30 mm nagyok, kissé görgetettek. A  finomabb szem
cséjű dolomitkőzetliszt, dolomit homok törmelékben is alig van idegen anyag. Alárendelten kvarchomok talál
ható a rétegek között. Felül durva-, középszemcséjű kvarchomokkő települ, mely mésszel cementálódott.

* * *

1. Coarse detritus of dolomite resting immediately on the Carnian Hauptdolomit at the Boldogasszony chapel, 
grading into similarly monomict breccia getting upwards successively finer-grained.

2. Weakly rounded dolomite detritus (10 to 30 mm) in the Vadleány cave. The composition of the silty to arena
ceous fraction is almost completely dolomitic. There are quartzsand layers interbedded. The top layer is com
posed of coarsely to medium-grained quartz sandstone with calcareous cement.
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X XV III. tábla -  Plate X XV III

A CONGERI A  BALATONICA SZINTBE TARTOZÓ KŐZETLISZTES AGYAG  
SCANNING-ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELEI

ELECTROMICROGRAPHS OF SILTY CLAY BELONGING  
TO THE CONGERI A BALATONICA HORIZON

1 — 6. A  törmelékes eredetű kvarc, karbonát és agyagásvány kristályegyedek szoros illeszkedéssel aggregátumokat 
alkotnak. Az aggregátumok között laza kapcsolat van. A  nagy pórustérfogat az aggregátumok közötti 
üregekből adódik. A  GOOx nagyítású felvételekből kitűnik a teljesen irányítatlan elrendeződés, az agyag
ásvány-lemezek sem rendeződtek a 001 lap szerint, amiből következik, hogy a szállítás és leülepedés nem 
kristályegyedenként történt, hanem aggregátumok szerepeltek diszperz részecskékként az ülepedés során. 
Mind a kristályegyedek, mind az aggregátumok szemcseméretei is bizonyos határok között változók, osz- 
tályozatlanok.
A  felvételek Párizsban készültek a Laboratoire de Géologique du Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle
ben. -  I., 3., 5. =  GOOx; 2., 4., 6. =  6000x.

*  *  *

1 — 6. Quartzite detritus with carbonate particles and clay minerals constituting closely packed aggregates which 
are, in turn, separated by voids implying high rock porosity. Photomicrographs ( X 600) show a completely 
unoriented texture including laminae of clay minerals with no orientation according to (001). This seems 
testifying to the deposition of particle aggregates instead of the settling down of individual crystals. Re
garding grain size, crystals and aggregates are likewise unsorted. Photomicrographs made in Laboratoire de 
Géologique du Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris. — X600: 1, 3, and 5, X 6,000: 2, 4 and 6.
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X X IX . tábla -  Plate X X IX

A FELSŐ-PANNÓNIAI VÉKONYRÉTEGES, LEMEZES HOMOKKŐ  
ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELEI 

10 000 X

ELECTROMJCROGRAPHS OF THE UPPER PANNONIAN BANDED  
TO LAMINATED SANDSTONE

1 — 8. A  meszes kötőanyagú homokkő kvarcszemcséi között a finom mésziszap együttes leiilepedésű, elsődleges 
kötőanyag. A  kvarcszerncsék lépcsős, sávos felületűek. A mésziszap törmelékes eredetű kaiéit, kalcilutit. 
A  kvarcszemcsék és a kalcilutitból álló aggregátumok laza kapcsolatú, elkülönült szigeteket alkotnak. A  3. 
és 6. kéjnek nagyobb kvarcszemcsék felületét ábrázolják a hozzájuk tapadó finom kalcitszemosék és töre
dékes agyagásvány-lemezek lenyomataival. A  8. kéjnen másodlagos kiválási! kovagél szemcsék láthatók. — 
A felvételek a III. tábla képeivel azonos műszaki paraméterek mellett készültek.

* * *

1 — 8. The calcareous cement between quartz grains is syngenetic i.e. primary matrix consisting of calcite (caleilu- 
tite). The quartz grains show uneven, striped surface and they are isolated from the calcilutite aggregates. 
Figs. 3 and 6 show larger quartz grains with calcite particles and prints of fractured laminae of clay minerals 
sticking thereon. Photo No. 8 presents the sight of jnarticles derived from secondary silica gel. — For technical 
details, see Table III.
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A FELSŰ-PANNÓNIAI VÉKONYRÉTEGES, LEMEZES HOMOKKŐ  
ELEKTRONMIKROSZKÓPOS FELVÉTELEI 

12 000 X

ELECTROMICROGRAPHS OF THE UPPER PANNONIAN  
T H IN -ВANDED -TO -LAM INATED SANDSTONE

1 — 8. A  felvételek a kovás kötőanyagú homokkőből készültek, s olyan kvarcszemcséket ábrázolnak, melyeken 
kovagól szemcsék vannak. A  peremeken a másodlagos kovásodás, mint cementáló tényező jelentkezik. — 
A felvételek a III. tábla képeivel azonos műszaki paraméterek mellett készültek.

* * *

1—8. Photomicrographs of sandstone with siliceous cement whose quartz grains display imposed particles from 
silica gel. The margins show secondary silicification playing a part in cementation. — For technical details, 
see Table III.

X X X . tábla -  Plate X X X
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X X X I. tábla -  Plate X X X I

A FELSŐ-PANNÓNIAI VÉKONYRÉTEGES, LEMEZES HOMOKKŐ  
VÉKONYCSISZOLATI FELVÉTELEI

THIN SECTION PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF THE UPPER PANNONIAN  
TH IN-BANDED -TO -LAMINATED SANDSTONE

1 — 6. A különböző szemcsenagyságú homokkőtípusok felvételei jól osztályozott, alig koptatott kvarcszemcséket, 
törmelékes karbonátszemcséket, utólagos piritkivélást, valamint elég sűrű üregességet mutatnak. 25 X , 
+  nikol.

* * *

1 — 6. Sandstone tyj)es of diverse grain size distribution showing groups of well sorted, hardly rounded quartz 
particles, moreover carbonate grains and epigenetic pyrites. Note the fairly marked porosity. X 25, +  N.
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